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Hydrant 
Blamed for 
Dirty Water
Lisa Sharp  
S ta ff W riter
A valve on the hydrant set loose 
and broke while a contractor was 
working on making repairs last 
Wednesday morning. The problem 
caused the water to appear dirty 
in Freeman, Russ, and Webster 
Halls for approximately four to 
eight hours. However, no building 
on campus lost water, said Fire 
Safety Compliance Coordinator, 
Robert Ferrara.
The malfunction is a common 
occurrence in municipalities when 
hydrants are flushed or routinely 
flowed for maintenance purposes.
“There was no 
water to shower or 
brush my teeth with 
and the toilet wasn’t 
working.”
N icole  Zeccardi 
Russ Hall resident
Once the hydrant valve was 
replaced and w ater flow had 
stopped, the’ discoloration in the 
water cleared, said Director of 
Construction and Engineering 
Services Doug Cooper.
Brown water occurs when nor­
mal sediments in the water lines 
become agitated when lines are
SEE  ‘WATER’ ON P. 4
Lack of Parking Leads to Conflict
As Enrollment Increases, Lot Availability Decreases
SBbMÌ
Chris Peters I The M ontdarion
W ith a lack of parking at M ontclair State University, students are faced with extended spot searches, rising permit costs and other frustrated driv­
ers.
M e agh an  M cCallum  
S ta ff W riter
University Police responded to 
several reports in the fall semester 
to irate persons arguing over park­
ing spots, said University Police 
Departm ent Sergeant Kieran 
Barrett.
While the incidents were resolved 
without physical contact or legal 
actions, parking availability con­
tinues to be an issue at Montclair 
State University.
According to Elaine Cooper, 
director of Transportation and 
Parking Services, there are 3,979 
general and residential park­
ing spaces, which do nift include
MSU Appoints Dean of Enrollment
Jessica H avery  
News Editor
The administration of Montclair 
State University has appointed 
Reginald Galen Ross to the new 
position of Dean of Enrollment 
Management after he served as 
Associate Dean of the same depart­
ment beginning in January 2001.
Enrollment Management is an 
organizational concept meant to 
track and interact with students 
from their point of initial contact 
as m atriculated students until 
they graduate or depart from the 
University, Ross said. One aspect of 
the job description is a systematic 
set of activities meant to attract and 
retain students at the University.
As the new Dean, Ross said 
he will be expected to fulfill his
Feature: 6
previous responsibilities, which 
include overseeing the adminis­
tration of the Academic Success 
Center. The departments within 
this adm inistration include the 
Center for Academic Advising 
and Adult L e a r n in g , the Center 
for Academic Development and 
Assessment, and the Educational 
Opportunity Program and New 
Student Experience.
The University is currently 
searching for an Associate Dean to 
replace Ross in his former position 
to assist him with the oversight of 
the Academic Success Center. In 
addition to the Academic Success 
Center, Ross is responsible for the 
Office of the Registrar, Student 
Financial Aid, and Undergraduate 
Adm issions.
Arts and Entertainment: 11
“...I feel it is 
important to 
maintain an open- 
door to MSU 
students.”
R eginald  G alen Ross 
Dean of Enrollment Managem ent
“This position will allow the 
University to provide better com­
m unication and increased 
collaboration between offices,”
SEE  ‘DEAN’ ON P. 4
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reserved, metered or handicapped 
spaces.
Parking Services sold 10,049 
general permit tags to residen­
tial and commuter students last 
fall, Cooper said. The total money 
brought in by general tag sales was 
$577,817.
The student rate for the annu­
al parking permit, valid from 
September 2004 to August 2005, is 
$57.50, up $7.50 from last year. The 
increase is due to the new avail­
ability of E-Park and the shipment 
of parting permits, Cooper said.
Students such as senior Ryan 
Huddy don’t  think they are getting 
their monies’ worth when it comes 
to standardized parking a t MSU.
“I think if we pay that much 
for parting, there should be spac­
es available and that the parking 
decks should be cheaper,” Huddy 
said.
In addition to charges for stu­
dent lot permits, Parking Services 
issued 5,620 parting  tickets to stu­
dents last semester, Cooper said. 
The total amount of parting  fines 
was $214,549.
The combination of general per­
mit sales and parking fines amount 
to a total of $792,366. This total 
does not include revenue gener­
ated from metered spaces, the Red 
Hawk deck, of special permits.
Comics: 20
“It takes me an hour 
to drive to school 
and up to 30 
minutes to find a 
parking spot.”
Ryan H uddy
Senior, Math Education major
The money collected from part­
ing tickets and the annual student 
permit fee is used to pay for part­
ing management, which includes 
parking lot construction, plowing, 
permits, and [policy] enforcement, 
Cooper said.
The University Police depart­
ment has responded to incidents 
where students were removing 
boots that had been affixed to their 
vehicle by Parking Services employ­
ees as a result of unpaid parting 
fines, B arrett said.
Police also responded to sev­
eral other situations that involved 
students being “overly aggressive” 
with Parking Services employees, 
B arrett said.
SEE  ‘PARKING’ ON P. 3
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The Police 
Report:
Multiple Charges For Underage 
Alcohol Consumption
1/31/05 - A  female resident of Alice 
Paul Hall was verbally harassed by her 
roommate. No charges were filed and 
Residence Life was notified.
1/31/05 - A  female student had her 
purse stolen out of the percussion room 
in McEachern Hall. The case is under 
investigation.
2/2/05 - A  female resident of Bohn Hall 
reported that she was watching movies 
in her room with an acquaintance and 
roommates. She fell asleep and was 
awakened by the male acquaintance 
inappropriately touching her with his 
private body parts. No charges are 
being filed at this time. '*
2/03/05 - While investigating the cause 
of a fire alarm in Williams Hall, marijua­
na was found in the room where the 
alarm was activated. Krystal L. Blanos 
was charged with possession of CDS 
and is awaiting a court date in Little 
Falls Municipal Court.
2/03/05 - A  male resident in Blanton 
Hall reported having his life threatened 
by his ex-girlfriend's new boyfriend. No 
charges are being filed at this time.
2/03/05 - A  male student's backpack was 
stolen from the hallway in front of the 
Fitness Center at Panzer Gym. The case 
is under investigation. « V-
2/03/05 - A  female resident qf Clow 
Road had her purse and 20 dollars 
stolen from her apartment, this case is 
under investigation.
‘ 2/04/Ó5 - Laudé Hern, 21, of Pennsville 
and Z 1. o f Hillsborough
were charged with serving alcoholic 
beverages to a minor. Kara Kenny, 20, 
of Freehold, was charged with under­
age possessionof alcohol. A&;three are 
waiting for a court date in ^ ^ e  Faiis 
Municipal Court.
2/04/05 - An unknown person purpose­
fully caused the fire alarm to be acti­
vated by setting off a smoke bomb in 
one of the elevators in Bohn Hall. The 
case ¡Sunder investigation.
. 2/05/05 - A  female student reported 
[: that her vehicle's transmission was pur­
posely damaged while parked in lot 29. 
This case is under investigation.
2/06/05 - Roommates in Bohn Hall 
reported the theft of clothing, a 
Playstation 2 and a clothing iron. This 
case is under investigation.
2/06/05 - Jason Yu, 18, of Cresskill, was 
charged with underage consumption of 
alcohol. He is waiting for a court date 
in Little Falls Municipal Court.
Anyone who has information regarding these 
incidents is urged to call the police station 
from any campus phone at T-l-P-S {8477). AH 
calls are strictly confidential.
MSU Campus Calendar!
THURSDAY 10
Career Development: Resume 
Preparation, D I170,2:30 p.m.
NASO: Movie Night, SC 
Commuter Lounge, 7 p.m.
ASSIST: People’s CoffeeHouse 
SC Ratt, 10 p.m.
FRIDAY 11
2 p.m. - 4 p.m.
HRLDA General Meeting
2:30 p.m. - 4 p.m.
RecBoard Meeting, SC Cafe B
SATURDAY 12 
Have a great weekend!
SUNDAY 13
Who Wants To Be A 
Hundredaire?, SC Ratt, 10 p.m.
MONDAY 14
CARS: Valentine’s Day Love and 
Lunch, SC Commuter Lounge 
12 p.m.
ASSIST General Meeting, SC 
Commuter Lounge, 7 p.m.
Caribso: Date Auction, SC 
Ballrooms, 7 p.m.
LASO: Movie Night, ML 155 
7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY 15
Film Series, Drop-In Center, 
5:30 p.m.
OSAU and Kappa Alpha Psi: 
Kapallo, SC Ballrooms,
7:30 p.m.
WEDNESDAY 16
Student Activities Fair 
SC Lobby, 11 a.m.
Chinese Club Meetings 
DI 122,2:30 p.m.
UAASO: “Halo 2” Tournament 
SC Ratt, 6 p.m.
Music of Word Poetry Event 
Memorial Auditorium, 7 p.m.
SGA Notes
- Dr. Susan Cole report­
ed on the state of the 
University.
-W AVES Class III char­
ter passed.
- Danielle Holland was 
appointed Justice for the 
SGA Judicial Board.
- Service for Peace 
Coalition Class III char­
ter failed.
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1 L o c a l  N O W S  COMPILED BY JESSICA HAVER
MILLBURN - An SUV carry­
ing two young children flipped 
during morning rush hour yes­
terday after the driver switched 
lanes abruptly because she was 
being tailgated, police said.
Debra Knaff, 36, was driving 
slowly, police said, in the left 
passing lane of John F. Kennedy 
Boulevard when she noticed a 
Honda Accord traveling closely 
behind her. Knaff and (wo pas­
sengers in the car were treated 
at the scene and released. The 
driver was charged with-follow­
ing too closely.
NEWARK - A Superior Court 
Judge has upheld investigators’ 
use of jailhouse wiretaps in a 
racketeering case against near­
ly two dozen Bloods gang mem­
bers in Essex County, rejecting 
defense lawyers’ claims that the 
eavesdropping was unconstitu­
tional
In a 46-page decision, Judge 
Betty Lester ruled the Essex 
County Prosecuter’s Office was 
within the law in 2001 when it 
made more than 800 recordings 
of conversations on pay tele­
phones on the eighth floor of the
old county jail in Newark.
EAST ORANGE - An absentee 
East Orange landlord wanted 
for forcing his tenants to endure 
months of no heat, no hot water 
and no working elevators was 
arrested and briefly jailed yes­
terday.
Menasher Moster, who lives 
in Brooklyn’s Borough Park sec­
tion, was taken into custody 
on 11 outstanding complaints 
involving a lack of services at 39 
South Munn Avenue. He posted 
$40,000 cash bail.
ELIZABETH - An Elizabeth 
¿ban was killed at work when 
h; tractor-trailer accidentally 
struck him, police said yester­
day. Benvenuto Hermandez, 56, 
was pronounced dead at 7:53 
a.m. Tuesday, minutes after the 
accident that occurred at Rail- 
Bridge Terminals Corp., police 
said.
Henandez was a mechanic 
for the company. He was cross­
ing the rail yard when a tractor- 
trailer was leaving an adjacent 
yard. Hemandex Worked as a 
mechanic for 15 years.
CROTHERSVILLE;  ^ &  -
Hundreds of mourners paid 
their final respects Sunday to 
a 10-year-old girl who police 
believe was abducted ahaslain  
so she would not reveal meth- 
amphetairiine activity in her 
neighborhood.
; More than 600 people attend­
ed fuheral services for Katlyn 
“Katie” Collinan at Crothersville 
Community School, where she 
was a fourth-grader.
RALEIGH, NC - A female 
member of a National Guard
military police unit was demot­
ed for indecent exposure after 
a mud-wrestling party at the 
Army-run Camp.Bucca deten­
tion center in Iraq, a military 
spokesperson said Sunday.
Johnson did not name the 
demoted soldier. However, she 
was idenified by the Daily News 
as Deanna Allen, 19, and the 
New York newspaper’s identi­
fication was confirmed by her 
mother, Ladyna Waldrop, of 
Black Mountain.
SAND LAKE, MI - A boy drove
his mother’s car to a video store 
in the middle of the night, police 
said, and he’s all of 4 years old.
Although unable to reach the 
accelerator the boy managed to 
put the car in gear and make 
his way to the store, a quarter- 
mile from his home, Sand Lake 
Police Chief Doug Heugel said.
LOS ANGELES - An investi­
gation has been launched into 
the fatal shooting by police of a 
13-year-old boy who was fleeing 
authorities in a stolen car, a 
police spokeswoman said.
The chase began in Southern 
Los Angeles about 3:50 a.m. 
Sunday when officers saw a car 
beihg driven erratically and 
thought the driver might be 
under the influence of drugs or 
alcohol, a spokeswoman said.
The pursuit ended when the 
13-year-old driver stopped the 
car and his passenger* a 14- 
year-old boy, got of of the vehicle 
and ran, Sondoval said.
The spokeswoman said the 
car, which turned out to have 
been stolen, collided with the 
police vehicle.
international News 1 S IC A  H A V E
NEW DELHI, INDIA - India, 
home to the world’s second-larg­
est HIV population after South 
Africa, began its first human 
trials of a new vaccine against 
the deadly virus on Monday, the 
health minister said.
A vaccine, the best hope for 
the developing world where 
drugs remain out of reach for 
millions, is considered the Holy 
Grail in the battle against the 
AIDS epidemic, but efforts to 
find one have been hampered 
by HIV’s uncanny ability to 
mutate.
BAGHDAD, IRAQ - Suicide 
bojnb attacks outside a hospi­
tal and a police station killed 
27 Iraqis early Monday, officials 
said.
In Mosul, a suicide bomber 
outside Jumhuriya summoned 
a group of policemen to him and 
detonated the bomb killing 12 
and wounding four, witnesses 
said.
“I heard an explosion. When 
I checked, I saw bodies every­
where,” Tahseen Ali Mohmoud 
al-Obeidi, hospital director, told 
The Associated Press.
HAVANA, CUBA - Cuba banned 
smoking in public places on 
Monday, as the government 
of the country known for its 
famous cigars acknowledged the 
health risk of tabacco.
Smoking will be banned in 
restaurants, except in designat­
ed smoking areas, and cigarette 
machines also will be removed. 
The law will also suspend sales 
of cigarettes to children under 
age 16 and at stores less than 
100 yards from schools.
ROME, ITALY - Pope John Paul 
II will remain in hospital for a
few more days to recover fully 
from his respiratory infection, 
the Vatican has said, adding 
that his condition continues to 
improve.
The health bulletin was made 
Monday, the day after the Pope 
appeared at his clinic window to 
show the world he was recover­
ing from his latest health crisis.
“The doctors have advised 
the Holy Father to stay in the 
hospital for a few more days,” 
the Vatican said.
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PARKING
CONTINUED FROM R 1
"Verbally offensive and sometimes almost 
physical responses are unacceptable here 
or anywhere else and may result in crimi­
nal charges or disciplinary charges at the 
University,” Barrett said.
Aside from the complaints sparked by 
increased parking fees and ticketing, there 
have also been complaints about the lack of 
space availability in surface lots.
“It takes me an hour to drive to school 
and up to 30 minutes to find a parking spot,” 
Huddy said. Tve learned to park in the far­
thest lot in order to avoid the traffic jam  in 
other lots.”
Neha Patel, sophomore biology major, has 
arrived late to class numerous times due to 
the lagk of parking.
“Teachers don’t care that you couldn’t  find 
parking,” Patel said. “You’re late and that’s
Chris Peters I The Mont clarion
Increased prices lo r parking perm its and metered parking are 
some additional expenses M SU  students m ust bear.
the way it is.”
“Parking is horrendous,” said freshman 
resident Jason Leffier. “Overnight parking 
should be allowed in the lots that are closer 
to the residence halls.”
There are 586 spaces available for Village 
parking, Cooper said, with nearly 850 Village 
residents.
Village residents have noticed the short­
age of spaces available to residents in  that 
area.
“The feet that there’s not enough park­
ing for Village residents is, at the very least, 
poor planning,” said Alice Paul Hall resident, 
senior justice studies major, A n n a  Einspahr.
Following the construction of the new 
Childcare Center, lot 28 has 220 parking 
spaces available. Prior to the project, there 
were 400.
When the con­
struction of the new 
recreation center 
begins in lots 18 and 
22, 154 spaces will be 
displaced.
While current 
construction proj­
ects are displacing 
space availability, the 
University opened the 
new Red Hawk parking 
deck in an effort to cre­
ate more spaces.
According to 
the Parking Services 
website, to use the Red 
Hawk deck, which has 
1,075 general spaces, 
students are required 
to pay $275 for the aca­
demic year. Currently, 
483 students use the
Red Hawk deck.
Full-time staff and faculty pay up to $650 
per year depending on their gross annual 
income.
The New Jersey Transit parking deck, 
which opened last semester, offers 1,500 
spaces for $100 per semester; however, the 
deck does not operate on the weekends.
Cooper said that the department is mak-
ing strides in its parking improvements. 
“Parking Services is attempting, through 
continuous qualify improvement, to better 
access and circulation as well as information 
services,” she said. “Parking demand man­
agement is necessary to minimize the num­
ber of cars on campus which do not belong 
here, in order to maximize parking for those 
that do.”
Parking Availability
Parking Costs
Parking Sign
New Parking Deck
Proposal
Results o f a student survey show that a large majority of M ontclair State University stu­
dents believe that various aspects of Parking Services are ‘poor’ in quality.
I V F
o f
New Jersey
EGG DONORS NEEDED! ! !
T H E  IVF OF NEW JERSEY I S  S E E K IN G  E G G  
D O N O R S  O F  A L L  E H T N IC  B A C K G R O U N D S  B E T W E E N  
T H E  A G E S  O F  2 1 -3 2 .
A S  A N  E G G  D O N O R , Y O U  C A N  M A K E  A  D IF F E R E N C E  
A N D  M A K E  O N E  C O U P L E  R E C IE V E  A  G IF T  O F  L IF E  -  A  C H IL D  
T H A T  T H E Y  D R E A M E D  O F  H A V IN G .
R E S ID E N T S  O F  N E W  J E R S E Y  O N L Y . E A C H  C A N D ID A T E  
N E E D S  T O  S E N D  A  P IC T U R E  W IT H  T H E IR  N A M E  O N  IT , 
A D D R E S S  A N D  D A Y -T IM E  P H O N E  N U M B E R .
A F T E R  T H E  D O N O R  H A S  C O M P L E T E D  A N  E G G  D O N O R  C Y C L E ,  
T H E Y  W IL L  B E  C O M P E N S A T E D  $ 7 0 0 0 .0 0
For more inform ation on our egg donor program call 
(973) 470-0303 
and ask for one o f our N urses.
1035 ROUTE 46 EAST 
CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY 07013
TELEPHONE (973) 470-0303
F A X  (9 7 3 ) 9 1 6 -0 4 8 8
Anna Hemmings, world Record holding Olympian
AlphaGraphics of Montclair was proud to sponsor Anna's 
recent lecture at Dr. Gilbert's “Sports Psychology” class. 
Anna flew In from England to give this special lecture to the 
students of Montclair State university.
In 2001, Anna won the Marathon world Championships in 
both the K1 and K2 classes - only the 2nd athlete In the 
history of the event to ever win both the classes at the same 
championships. (K1 26miles Saturday, K2 26mlies Sunday) 
Anna became a double world Champion.
Check us out at: www.weprlntfast.com
Email / Call / Pax us or Stop in: 
us2960alphagraphlcs.com  
Ph: 973-509-9721 • Fax: 973-509-9727 
423 Bloom field Ave., Montclair 
(Only 3 miles from Campus • Bus Stop right on the Corner)
L o c a l H ig h  T e c h  C o m p a n y  s e r v in g  M S U  p r o u d ly  f o r  1 5  y e a r s .
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Berra Sues Over ‘Sex’ Ad
Risqué Ad Could Cost TBS Network Millions
Jessica H avery  
News Editor
Yogi Berra, the U.S. baseball legend 
whose name has become commonplace to 
Montclair State University students, due to 
his on-campus stadium and museum, has 
filed a $10 million lawsuit in reaction to a 
risqué advertisement for Sex and the City, 
according to the Smoking Gun Web site.
In a magazine-style survey, readers are 
quizzed on the definition of the word “yogas- 
am.”
The choices were: a) a type of 
yo-yo trick; b) sex with Yogi Berra; 
or c) what Samantha has with a 
guy from yoga class.
While the answer is C, Berra 
has decided to sue the company.
Berra’s lawyers say the ad, run 
by Turner Broadcasting System 
(TBS), has appeared on billboards 
and in magazines advertising re­
runs of the HBO series.
Berra learned about the ad 
when his granddaughter saw it 
in a magazine and took it to him 
to asked him about it, his lawyer,
Lewis Smoley said.
Smoley said he was told TBS 
stopped running the ad last 
August. Nevertheless, Smoley 
said, Berra wants the court to 
order the Superstation to never 
run the ad again.
“The reference to the sexual 
act made in connection with Mr.
Berra engenders a moral tain t that has dam­
aged his otherwise spotless reputation,” the 
lawsuit said.
The suit claims that Berra was never 
asked whether his name could be used in the 
ad. A spokeswoman for TBS declined to com­
ment to the Smoking Gun Web site on the 
claim.
The Berra lawsuit seeks $5 million on 
each of two causes of action: commercial use 
of his name without permission and unjust 
enrichment by use of his name without per­
mission.
courtesy of google.com
Yankee Hall of Famer Yogi Berra has sued TBS over the 
use of his name in a sexually-based advertisement.
WATER
CONTINUED FROM P 1
THE BROTHERS
OF
LAMBDA THETA PHI
TW ITE ‘ !
ALL INTERESTED MEN
INFORMATION SESSIONS:
EVERY TUESDAY 
February 8th - March 8th 2005 
Student Center, Room 411 @ 8PM
WWW.LAMBDA1975.ORG 
WWW.GEOCrriES.COM/THEKAPZONE 
LUIS: 862-221 2488/JOSE: 973-296-8322
IIA
turned off for repairs or when a line breaks. 
The brown color is from rust, or iron particles 
that come off the pipes with age. Although it 
is undesirable, the water is safe to drink, a 
local water utility Web site states.
“My friends and I went out to dinner 
because we were afraid that the dining halls 
would be using the brown water to cook 
our food,” said Elizabeth Lazar, undeclared 
sophomore.
According to Director of Residence Life 
Regina Sargent, when hydrants are flushed, 
like in a neighborhood, the community resi­
dents are advised to run their water for a 
short period of time to flush the pipes.
Lazar, a Webster Hall resident, said that 
she and her roommates were not informed 
that the problem might occur, or what to do 
if the problem presented itself.
While residents in Webster Hall expe­
rienced the dirty w ater that Ferrara
expected might occur, other residents in Russ 
Hall did experience a lack of water.
“There was no water to shower or brush 
my teeth with and the toilet wasn’t  working,” 
Nicole Zeccardi, an undeclared freshman 
said. “I understand that there wasn’t  much 
that could be prevented, but it was still pret­
ty inconvenient since I had to go to class.”
“I woke up to the toilet continuously flush­
ing, a complication to the water problem,” 
junior education major Jessica Siegel said. 
“Our bathroom was out of use hours longer 
than others.”
Although residents across campus noticed 
changes in plumbing services, University 
officials said that few students were affect­
ed.
“University personnel worked closely 
together to control the situation and we 
believe that there was little to no impact on 
our resident population,” said Sargent.
DEAN
CONTINUED FROM f? 1
Ross said. “The department will work to con­
tinually provide enhanced delivery of student 
academic and enrollment services.”
In order to keep a finger on the pulse of 
the students’ attitudes regarding Montclair 
State University and the services provided 
Ross would like to form focus groups on gen­
eral topics relating to student satisfaetioh, he 
said,
Students here at MSU tend to be very hon­
est in their assessments of services offered, 
Ross said.
Sue Pasquino, program assistant to Ross, 
said that she has noticed the increasing 
demand of research that is needed for the 
projects that will enable Ross to project 
University enrollment, student persistence 
and achievement for the years to come.
“Ross’ expertise in his field will aid
M ontclair State University students in 
reaching their academic and career goals,” 
Pasquino said.
Prior to working at MSU, Ross served 
as Associate Vice President for Enrollment 
Management and a tenured Associate 
Professor of Psychology at Bloomfield 
College.
Receiving his undergraduate degree in 
Psychology with minors in Biology and 
Analytical Research at Xavier. University 
in New Orleans, Ross went on to Stevens 
Institute of Technology to earn a MS and 
Ph.D. in Applied Psychology.
“Having struggled as an undergraduate, I 
feel it’s important to m aintain an open-door 
to MSU students,” Ross said. “I welcome the 
interesting conversations and points of views 
that students bring to the table.”
Education for life.
A career in the health sciences.
■  or a meaningful career helping others while helping 
yourself, consider, UMDNJ for a graduate or professional 
degree or certificate. We offer more than 50 programs 
preparing physicians, dentists, advanced practice nurses, 
public health professionals, research scientists, physical 
therapists, denial hygienists, dietitians and many other 
members of the healthcare team.
UMDNJ programs are conveniently located 
on five campuses (Newark, Piscataway/New 
Brunswick, Camden, Stratford and Scotch Plains). 
Flexible scheduling and financial aid are available.
Join these UMDNJ students and the 
thousands of others who have discovered 
why we say our specialty is helping you 
find yours. Call 1-877-GO-UMDNJ or 
e-mail us at education@umdnj.edu
Donna Lawson
Kem Okpokwastli
Research. Eoucatíoh. Heajuthcars. Statswios,
¥m
1 .
UMDNJ
UNIVERSITY OF M ED IC IN E S *  
DENTISTRY OF NEW JERSEY
The Schools of UMDNJ :
New Jersey'Medical School New Jersey Dental School School Of Osteopathic Medicine 
Robert Wood Johnson Medical School School of Health Related Professions School of Nursing 
Graduate School-of Biomedical Sciences School of Public Health
www.themontdarion.org
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Eats flies. Dates a pig. Hollywood star. UVE YOUR DREAMS Pass It On.
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Meet Students Who Pull Double Duty
Think Being an Average Student Is Hard? These Students Work Two Full-Time Jobs
A lic ia  Feghhi 
S ta ff W riter-
Sometimes in class, on one of the first days the professor will ask who is inolved in extracurricular activities, 
whether it be jobs or campus organizations. 
Colleges, especially ones like Montclair State 
University, contain many very busy stu­
dents.
Sophomore physical education major 
Eileen Dalton has been working at Allwood 
Theater in Clifton for three years.
According to Dalton, the hardest part 
of being a full-time student and working is 
“finding the time to get everything done.” 
She suggests that if you have an hour 
between classes or are on break at work, 
attempt to get some reading done. Dalton 
advises students, “try  not to get stressed 
out.”
Walter Hunko, a freshman athletic train­
ing major is a full-time student who 
works at General Nutrition Center 
up to 30 hours a week as a sales 
associate. “I love my job, especially 
the feet that I deal with nutrition,” 
said Hunko.
The combination of school and man­
aging a job has positive and negative 
attributes. “It keeps my life going,- plus I 
like learning new things,” Hunko said. 
Like most students, he hates homework, 
“especially when there is a lot of it.”
He credits his time-management skills to 
orderliness. “Most of the time, I try  to get the
most important things done first and then 
finish the day with all the little things that 
aren’t  that important,” Hunko explains.
Imagine struggling out of bed at 5 a.m. 
to go to school and come home at 5 p.m. 
Think that is impossible? It’s not! Meet 
junior M iranda Ford, a human ecology 
major from Budd Lake.
Unsatisfied about a vacuum that you 
bought? Complain to Ford. She has been 
listening to nagging customers at Lowe’s 
Home Improvement for two years, nine 
hours a day, three days a week. “It can be 
amusing, but mostly it is a giant headache,” 
said Ford.
She spends her social life with her 
boyfriend or “vegging out completely and 
watching TV or movies. I think the only 
positive things that I get out of school and 
work are responsibility and very committed 
work ethics,” said Ford. 
Feeling twice her age, 
she stated, “I get tired all 
the time and I miss out on 
a crazy young adult life.” 
Her secret to organizing 
school with concerned cus­
tomers is her boyfriend, 
who “gets me through 
every day and never lets 
me forget my goals.”
A typical school day 
for junior English major 
Daniel Wallace consists of drag­
ging himself out of bed and driving to school 
from Bloomfield.
This full-time student works whenever
he is needed at the Kessler Health Center in 
Cedar Hill. He got the job from his mother, a 
certified nurse assistant.
Wallace has been working there for a few 
years as a health aide, serving patients food 
and assisting them with any other needs. He 
enjoys working while being a student because
“I think the only positive 
things that I get out of 
school and work are 
responsibility and very 
committed work ethics.”
M iran d a  Ford
Junior, Human Ecology Major
when he earns a degree, more money will fill 
his pockets.
However, the price to pay is that he gets 
tired. Wallace has a secret to not burning out. 
“Work hard and do what you have to do, and 
use your time wisely,” he advises.
Have you ever fallen into a gap between 
being a dedicated employee and procrastinat­
ing with schoolwork? Junior Dana Wielgus is 
no amateur.
Wielgus has been working at the Gap part- 
time for the past four years. As a sales associ­
ate and auditor, Wielgus closes the registers 
at the end of the night and packages all the
money and paper work to be sent out.
She fights the clock to find time to com­
plete assignments. “I often seem to leave 
things until the last minute and stay up all 
night to get it done,” said a tired Wielgus.
Not only does she benefit from employee 
discounts on clothes, but she gets to work 
with some great people. “I can interact with 
customers, as opposed to sitting a t some 
desk for a few hours,” she said.
There are positive aspects to being a busy 
bee.
“There is little time for me to be bored,” 
Weilgus says. “I almost always have money 
to go out and do what I want.”
Put an asterisk next to this tip in your 
notebook: “I have a big binder for school 
and I keep everything very organized,” said 
Wielgus. If it weren’t  for neatness, “my life 
would be total chaos,” she said ..
Wielgus’ solution is determination. “Even 
though I leave things until the last minute, I 
know I have to get it done. I just push myself 
until it is finished,” she stated.
The next time you enter the workforce, 
remember what you have learned from these 
students’ lectures about how to balance 
school and work
Force yourself to take it one step at a 
time. Overloading yourself at one time is 
very damaging to your health.
For many active students, it takes time 
and effort to finally finish "the report they- 
have been working on for a few weeks. By 
easing stress and utilizing that free half 
hour, you will be amazed at how much you 
can accomplish over time.
Paying Tribute To A Reggae Legend
Remembering The Most Noteable Name in Reggae on His Would-Be 60th Birthday
courtesy of eduweb.brandonu.ca
Marley’s  voice has inspired generations of m usicians, driv­
ing them to reach for an originality of their own.
Kadijah  Basir 
A rts & Entertainm ent Editor
Reggae music - when anyone hears it or thinks about it, one person always comes to mind. That person is Robert 
Nester Marley, better known as Bob Marley. 
With his music, he was able to create great­
ness and h it it clear across the world, even 
years after his death. Everyday he is praised 
and held on the highest of pedestals in a 
spiritually and mentally moving generation.
Marley put Jamaica on the map and 
exposed a life most never knew existed. This 
year marks the 24tfe year since his passing, 
and marks the 60th year of his birth. With 
this in mind it has become a Jamaican tra­
dition to celebrate the life and death of the 
King of Reggae on his birthday.
To understand him is to look at his 
life from the very beginning. One can pan 
through his greatest accomplishments, look­
ing at it with gratitude and respect. On Feb. 
6,1945 Marley was bom on the island of St. 
Ann, north of the island of Jamaica.
His mother was an 18-year-old black 
woman named Cedella Marley and his father 
was Captain Naval Marley, a 50-year-old 
white man. Marley’s father was never pres­
ent in his life because of the strains of becom­
ing involved with a black Jamaican woman, a 
descendant of slaves.
It wasn’t  until he was in his teens when 
he finally packed up and moved to Trench 
Town, a shanty town in the capital city of 
Kingston, Jamaica. Entering Trench Town, 
Marley became exposed to American rhythm
and blues with artists such as.Ray Charles, 
Fats Domino and Curtis Mayfield.
With this in mind, Bob knew this was 
what he wanted to do with his life. He and 
his good friends Bunny and Peter decid­
ed together to create a heavily-influenced 
rhythm and blues band with the musical 
style of ska. They were known as Wailing 
Wailer.
In 1962 Marley recorded his first record 
and one year later, he was on top of the 
Jam aican music charts with “Simmer 
Down.” The band produced tunes with a 
strong sense of the slums of Kingston and 
the rude boys who dwelled within it.
It* wasn’t  until 1966 when Marley 
started to become heavily impacted by the 
Rastafarianism. At this point his life began 
to shift; he married a young woman by the 
name of Rita and connected with Bunny 
and Peter once more, this time creating The 
Wailers. This is when he began his deep 
concerns on spiritual, economical and revo­
lutionary issues that plagued the world.
Later, in  early 1972, Marley met up with 
producer Lee Perry, leading to international 
deals in Britain and other parts of Europe. 
Here, Bob came across Chris Blackwell, 
founder of Island Records, the go-to record 
company of most music artists a t the time. 
This gave The Wailers the best quality 
advances in finances and studio equipment 
that money could buy. Under Island Records 
they created their album Catch A  Fire, 
which sparked their multinational recogni­
tion.
As the years went by, Bob went into 
the studio and created his more inter­
nationally known songs like 
“Natty Dread,” “No Woman No 
Cry,” “Revolution,” and “Them 
Belly Full (But We Hungry).”
Despite the success of songs 
with The Wailers, Bunny and 
Peter still quit to pursue their 
own careers. Herein, The 
Wailers became Bob Marley 
and The Wailers. The I-Threes 
later replaced them, known for 
their sweet melodic sounds as 
heard in, “Don’t  Worry About 
a Thing.”
His success began to reign 
supreme. In his home coun­
try  of Jamaica, he was held 
up high as a leader and a 
voice of the ghetto youth, using 
the Rastafarian religion as a 
strong guide. Internationally,
Marley’s voice delivered a tone 
never heard before, but starv­
ing for thought-provoking 
attention. As the years went 
by, Marley continued to work, 
producing classic albums like 
Exodus, Kaya and Uprising.
After a show in 1980,
Marley become suddenly ill 
and needed medical atten­
tion. Later, it was found 
that Marley had developed cancer, due to a 
toe injury from playing soccer. It was not long 
before the cancer spread, and on his way back 
to Jamaica from a holistic doctor in Germany, 
he died in Miami on May 21,1981. He was 36- 
years-old. He left behind his mother Cedella,
wife Rita and 13 talented children.
Marley and his music, however, remain 
a timeless and ageless sound, widely cel­
ebrated for the past two decades and surely
SEE  ‘M ARLEY’ ON P. 8
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Big Problems Come Inr Small Packages
The Girl You Love Is About to Get Away And Does Size Really Matter for Sex?
Dear G.M.,
I just found out that my best friend is 
moving to Chicago to go to grad school. 
I've been in love with her for what seems 
like a lifetime. Should I tell her how I feel 
before she leaves, or is it just not fair to say 
anything as she embarks on this important 
time in her life? If I keep my mouth shut, 
will I regret it?
Well, as our good friend William 
Shakespeare noted so poignantly, “the course 
of true love never did run smoothly.” It 
always seems like there is some glitch in the 
way of happiness, and true love does involve 
a deep sense of risk.
I live by the notion that you never know 
what tomorrow is going to bring, so it’s better 
to lay it all out there and hope for the best.
Perhaps some people will tell you that 
it’s unfair for you to say anything before 
she leaves, but I think that’s ridicu­
lous. That’s 
just a way
to protect P rW yr  
y o u rse lf 
from the 
“could be” 
rejection.
Let’s face it: we’ll do any­
thing to save ourselves from 
looking pitiful and stupid, but if this girl 
is really your best friend, then she’s riot 
going to massacre your feelings.
If you never risk, you never win, and 
if you let her leave without telling her how 
you feel, you are setting her free into a world 
where someone else is going to discover how
wonderful she is.
Build up your confidence, my friend, and 
tell her how you really feel. You don’t  want 
to be sitting at her wedding wondering what 
could have been. It’s a lot easier to come 
clean now about your feelings than to muster 
up the courage to interrupt a wedding cer­
emony.
You may be thinking, what’s the use? 
Why should I tell her that I love her if she’s 
moving halfway across the country?
The answer to that: because love is so 
much more than a m atter of convenience. 
Sure, it’s lovely when your significant other 
lives 10 minutes from you, and you can see 
him or her everyday, but it can’t  always be 
like that. Long distance relationships are 
difficult, but they aren’t impossible.
It’s Chicago, not China, and even that 
isn’t  the end of the world. With 
email and cell phones, communi-
/  cation is possible at every comer.
•  It’s a short plane ride away,
and if you’re really daring, 
you can do it by car. Get 
ready to rack up some 
frequent flyer miles.
The good news for 
you: Chicago is one of the 
greatest architectural 
cities in the world, and it’s 
also the home of Oprah, not 
to mention the new home of 
“the love of your life.”
If the news is bad, and 
she doesn’t  feel the same, then you did 
what you had to do. Who wants to have all 
those what-ifs in life? Our time here is too 
short to second-guess the feelings that we
experience.
She’s not going to hate you for loving her. 
Even if she doesn’t  love you that way, chances 
are that she’ll be very flattered. She’s your* 
best friend. She’s worth it and so are you. 
You owe it to yourself to take a chance. . .  on 
love!
Dear G.M.,
I'm having issues with penis anxiety. I've 
got what some may refer to as a "Wee Willy 
Wonka." It makes me really uncomfortable, 
and I have a hard time initiating sexual rela­
tions because of it. I know I'm being really 
stupid, but does size really matter?
-C. E.~
I’m going to be boldly honest! Guys care 
about size way more than women do. Most 
guys have been measuring their male mem­
ber since thè onset of puberty, and it’s a huge 
issue for lots of guys, no pun intended.
It’s never too much fun to be below or 
above average, but the tru th  is, size really 
doesn’t  m atter all that much.
Here’s some shocking news: a woman’s
“If you are both 
comfortable and willing 
to express your desires, 
then your less than 
gigantic penis should not 
present a problem.”
vaginal canal is usually only about four 
inches deep, and the first 1/3 of the canal is 
the most sensitive part.
The back 2/3 is actually rather insensi­
tive, so all of that extra length is really being 
wasted. It all comes down to how well you 
and your partner can communicate.
Good sex is not about how big a man’s 
penis is. It’s about how in sync you and your 
partner are. If you are both comfortable and 
willing tp express your desires, then your 
less than gigantic penis should not present à 
^problem.
If your sexual partner respects you and 
cares about you, she or he is not going to be 
insensitive about size. Besides-that, you may 
be the only one who is stressing about this.
Don’t compare your size to the statistics 
of others. In the same way, women shouldn’t 
feel inadequate because they have an A cup 
instead of a D cup, you shouldn’t  feel inferior 
because of thé! size of your penis.
We are all unique human beings who 
come in different shapes and sizes. You 
are not less of man if you aren’t  packing a 
massive member. So, don’t  worry about it so 
much. Chances are it bothers you more than 
it bothers your partner.
I'm here to answer your questions. If 
you have a dilemma like the ones above. 
I'm at your service. Just e-mail me at 
Montfeature@yahoo.com with the title 
'Attention G.M Grosso.' I look forward to 
hearing from you.
MEET THE
FACULTY
IF YOU 1
WOULD LIKE
TO NOMINATE 7
A PROFESSOR c
TO BE •
PROFILED, SEND ]
AN
EMAIL TO:
MONTFEATURE@YAHOO.COM
WITH “MEET THE FACULTY” 
AS THE SUBJECT
MONMOUTH
UNIVERSITY
West Long Branch, New Jersey 
800-693-7372
w w w .m onm outh.edu
Monmouth University supports equal opportunity in recruitment, admission, educational programs, and employment practices, and complies 
with all major federal and state laws and executive orders requiring equal employment opportunity and/or affirmative action.
Monmouth University Graduate Scholars Program
f  RAKESHN 
M.S. tfi Computer Science
You’re proud of the academic achievement you attained while earning your undergraduate degree. 
We are too. At Monmouth University, we established the Graduate Scholars Program 
to acknowledge that achievement.
Take the first step toward a graduate, degree from Monmouth University.
Give your career a head start in knowledge, position, and income.
Go directly to graduate school and receive a 
scholarship based on achievement in your 
undergraduate degree program.
Learn from faculty with both academic and 
professional accomplishments.
Get a “hands-on” learning experience.
Utilize our convenient class schedule. 
Earn a graduate degree in:
Business Administration, Communication, 
Computer Science, Criminal Justice, 
Education, History, Liberal Arts, Nursing, 
Psychological Counseling, Social Work, or 
Software Engineering.
www.themontciarion.org
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Get On Top Of Your GPA Game
The How-To On Being The ‘A’ Student You Always Wanted To Be
Rob Gilbert, Ph.D. 
Departm ent o f HPPERLS
Ever get an A in a course? Ever get all A’s for a semester? Can you imagine getting straight A’s in every course 
you take for your entire college career?
Melissa Sapio did just that! She gradu­
ated from Montclair State in May 2001 with 
a degree in psychology and a perfect 4.0 
G.P.A.
Now she’s a doctoral student at Fordham 
University in school psychology. I inter­
viewed her recently to discover her strategies 
for success.
Rob Gilbert: Did you start out your first 
semester here thinking that you wanted to 
graduate with a perfect 4.0?
Melissa Sapio: Oh, no. Graduation was way 
too far away to think about that. I took it 
semester-by-semester and actually test-by- 
test.
I would take each course week-by-week 
and do whatever I could to try  to surpass the 
professor’s expectations for each assignment, 
quiz or test.
RG: Were you competitive with the other 
students?
MS: No, not at all.
RG: What was your secret?
MS: I  always over-learned and I  always 
over-studied. But any student could do what 
I did. Just work hard. I wasn’t sm arter than 
anyone else - 1 just worked harder.
RG: Did you ever get nervous before exams?
“You have to set priorities 
each day, manage your 
time, and be willing to 
disregard anything that 
would distract you from 
staying focused.”
M e lissa  Sap io  
Graduate 2001
MS: I got nervous all the time. If you care, 
you get nervous. I’d even get nervous when 
I’d look at the syllabus on the first day of 
class and see some huge project I’d have to 
do in two months.
RG: Did you ever overcome the nervousness? 
MS: I don’t  think you do. You just learn to 
accept it and use it.
RG: Where did you sit in class?
MS: In the middle of the front row.
RG: Did all your professors know who you 
were?
MS: Yes. I was quite shy and didn’t  want 
attention, but somewhere along the way 
they’d take an interest in me or I’d take an 
interest in the material. That happens at 
Montclair State. It doesn’t happen at every 
university especially where they have hun­
dreds of students in a large lecture.
RG: Did you get all A’s in graduate school? 
MS: Yes . . .  except for one course. I got a B+ 
in “Introduction to Counseling.”
RG: Did that devastate you?
MS: Yes and no. In a way, I think it took a 
burden off my shoulders.
RG: When you look back, who were your 
favorite Montclair State professors?
MS: Dr. Benediktsson really made me love 
literature more than I already did. I would 
leave his class feeling changed because of the 
new ideas he exposed me to.
In psychology, Dr. Friedman was real­
ly dynamic during his lectures and I still 
remember some of the great examples he 
used.
RG: What final advice would you give to 
students?
MARLEY
CONTINUED FROM R 6
■for many years to come. Even though Feb. 
6 marks the 60th birthday of the legend, 
his spirit remains alive, still speaking as a 
leader for all those who listen and follow.
With all this said, everyone still tries to 
hold on to a piece of Bob. It’s now planned by 
his wife Rita to take her husband’s remains 
and return him to his beloved Ethiopia, 
which he had spoken freely about going home 
to.
This is still in dispute with many offi­
cials and citizens of Jamaica, but openly 
welcome by the people of Ethiopia. This act, 
though quite confusing, is a great addition 
to the Ethiopians, but a devastating attack 
to Jamaicans who hold him in the utmost 
regard.
MS: You have to set priorities each day, man­
age your time, and be w illing  to disregard 
anything that would distract you from stay­
ing focused.
If you care about how you do in school, 
this will be demonstrated by all the decisions 
you make throughout the semester.
Could you use a dose o f motivation right now? 
Call Dr.Gilbert’s Success Hotline a t (973) 
743-4690. Recorded messages are available 
24/7/365. New messages every morning at 
7:30.
y o u  C o u l d  V f i t t  O tte
T w o  A p p l e
Earn $10 ¡Tunes® gift cards and a chance to win 
one of two Apple® iPod® Music Players* or cool 
V8® branded merchandise, when you use your 
V8® Tracks Frequent-Buyer Card at participating 
campus outlets.
Get details where delicious vegan and vegetarian 
V8™ Soups, Chilis and Entrees are sold.
*N O  PURCHASE NECESSARY. See official rules for details.
Open to U.S. residents. Void where prohibited.
App le  is not a sponso r o f this prom otion. Apple, the Apple  
logo, iPod, and ¡Tunes are tradem arks o f Apple  Com puter, Inc 
registered in the United States and other countries.
f t i u l  ^
©2004 CSC Brands LP
www.themontclarion.org
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WHAT’S OUT THERE
FEBRUARY 10-12 • 7:30 PM • TICKETS $35 
AMERICAN PREMIERE
THE BUSKER’S OPERA
DIRECTED BY ROBERT LEPAGE
A LL  973-655-5112 OR ONLIN
www. montclair.edu/kasse
NO CHARGE FOR MSU UNDERGRADS 
THROUGH PERFORMING ARTS FEE
SPECIAL FACULTY/STAFF/GRADUATE 
STUDENT/SENIOR RATES APPLY.
CONVENIENT $3 PARKING IS AVAILABLE AT 
THE RED HAWK DECK ATTACHED TO THEATER
M O NTCLAIR
STATE
UNIVERSITY
A L E X A N D E R  
K A S S E R 
T H E A T E R
M O N T C L A I R  S T A T E  U N I V E R S I T Y  • MAIN E N T R A N C E ,  N O R M A L  A V E .  M O N T C L A I R ,  N EW  J E R S E Y
Told completely in song in styles ranging from hip hop to 
Broadway show tune, TH E BU SK ER 'S o p e r a  pulls the rug out 
from under high art. Raucous, risqué and visually stunning, 
Busker's offers an evening of guilty pleasure and pure 
entertainment for adventurous theatergoers.
montarts@yahoo.com —  PAGE 11— ¡¡tete A  (ÜittBEtaininent
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Areal Improv Irritates Audience
Radical Granular=Synthesis Is Hard on Eyes And Ears
courtesy of granularsynthesis.com
Areal, though well-advertised and colorful, was mind-numbing and Irritated audience mem­
bers, causing 24 of them to walk out of the show.
Jessica Havery 
News Editor
To those of you who went to a club over the weekend, congratulations: you made a better choice than I did. I chose 
to attend Areal, a new experimental a rt form 
of sight and sound held at the Kasser Theater. 
While I have never attended a performance 
based solely on lights and music, I imagined 
it to be something similar to The Blue Man 
Group: three bald and blue performers who 
give the audience a surreal, sensual experi­
ence through percussion, vaudeville and art. 
Instead, there were no performers; there was 
no live music.
In the darkened theater, a crowd of 70 
people, including university President Susan 
Cole, sat facing three large screens, chatting 
in reaction to the producer’s warning of the 
loud music included in the show.
The first portion of the show, lasting 
nearly 20 minutes, consisted of a simple 
blue line spanning the three movie screens, 
accompanied by loud vibrating tones. The 
line pulsated on beat with the sounds, remi­
niscent of someone who had flat-lined and 
continued to struggle for life.
While the show at that point only con­
sisted of colored screens, some members of 
the audience sat in silence as if hypnotized 
by the images transforming before them. 
Other members shielded their eyes from the 
intense patterns and strobes, waiting for
Thursday night, several bands com­peted at the Rathskellar in a Battle of the Bands, sponsored by Class One 
Concerts and A.S.S.I.S.T., with hopes to gain 
the opportunity to play a t Montclairfest in 
April.
The first band, one of my personal favor­
ites, was Iced Over Phoenix from Woodbridge. 
They were a screamo-type band with true 
emotions behind their songs. Iced Over 
Phoenix was definitely a great introduction
something to happen - when nothing did, one 
by one, people began to leave.
It is doubtless that some people regret pay­
ing the $30 for the sight and sound ‘spectacu­
lar’ when they could have gone to a club in the 
city for less and still had cash left over for a few 
drinks.
A few that enjoyed the show discussed its 
effects at the reception afterwards and helped 
me to see what I could not.
As a student who hasn’t  experienced much 
technology-advanced art, I wasn’t  prepared for 
Areal. The delayed opening, combined with the 
loud noises, made me feel anxious for a reason
to the night ahead. They put on a great per­
formance and really maxed out on all of their 
songs.
Next up was Fake Your Death from Oak 
Ridge. This band definitely had a harder sound. 
The members put on an energetic performance, 
pumping up the slowly-forming crowd in front 
of them. They were a crowd pleaser, luring in 
the audience with their music. Officer Roseland 
also performed that night, making a journey 
from Philadelphia. They were a classic rock n’ 
roll band, which set them apart from the others. 
The drums stood out the most, as did the differ-
I couldn’t  wrap my mind around.
While the 24 people who walked out 
couldn’t  handle their uneasy feelings or 
their sheer annoyance, I began to think of 
it as a challenge, one to stay and endure 
the annoyance for as long as I could.
Although I didn’t  form a new love of 
digital art, I learned about the people who 
did and I discovered where my own artistic 
appreciation lies.
While I enjoy more traditional art 
forms, it is admirable that Montclair is 
open to hosting shows that push the cre­
ative envelope.
It Out
at Montclairfest
ent vocalizations. Their songs ranged from 
hard to soft rock, providing a good vari­
ety. This Charming Man from Bloomfield, 
also performed at Battle of the Bands. 
Apparently, they were a highly anticipated 
band that night. Their material was very 
good, except the lead singer’s vocals were a 
little shaky with the first song. Still, they 
had a good mixture of sounds.
The second to last band of the night was 
Letter from Denville, who carried more of 
an emo type of sound. Though they put 
on a great performance, the lyrics needed 
more variety - something to set them aside 
from popular rock bands. On the other 
hand, they kept a good and steady beat. 
Their music was not the sappy depressing 
type, but more like “happy emo” where 
people can move and feel the music.
Steal the Air from Hillsborough, anoth­
er one of my favorites, performed last. 
They were a fun and energetic group to 
watch. What I loved the most was that the 
band members were enjoying their music 
and physically getting into their show. 
Their excitement was evident in their lyr­
ics, instruments, and body language. There 
were also a variety of melodies. They 
would start out with a soft melody and 
ease into a harder one. It made the crowd 
feel the music for what it was.
Above all, the bands put on a good show. 
I liked the variety of sounds and every 
band had their individuality. This made it 
difficult for the judges to choose the win­
ner. However, Steal the Air was declared 
victorious. Kevin Wame, a judge, said, 
“Steal the Air won by a narrow majority, 
but it was not a mandate.”
Dominique W ilson I The Montclarion
Iced Over Phoenix - Dan Scott (guitar), Travis Scott (vocals), Nunzio Moudatos (guitar), 
Andreas Moudatos (bass), and Ryan Vargas (drums) - made a fine opening act at last week’s 
Battle of the Bands.
Local Bands Battle
Iced Over Phoenix Wins Performance Slot
Mariana Perez 
S ta ff W riter
Legacy of 
A Musical 
Wonder
I
Michael T. Martin 
A ss istan t A rts & Entertainm ent Editor
courtesy of photo.slng36S.com
Stevie Wonder is the black counterpart to The Beatles and Frank Sinatra -  he’s in 
your home, he’s in your car, he’s in 
your life. “Superstition.” “For Once 
in My Life.”“My Cherie Amor.”“Isn’t 
She Lovely.” “Ribbon in the Sky.” 
You’ve likely heard him sampled in 
Coolio’s “Gangsta’s Paradise,” Will 
Smith’s “Wild Wild West,” or cov­
ered by the Red Hot Chili Peppers 
with “Higher Ground.” His influ­
ence is astounding and his appeal 
universal.
Stevie Wonder was bom 
Steveland Judkins in Saginaw, 
Michigan in 1950. After receiving 
too much oxygen in an incubator, 
he went blind. By the age of 12, 
however, he played the keyboard 
and harmonica, and was signed to 
Berry G ord/s Motown Records. At 
age 21, he became the first Motown 
artist to negotiate a contract on his 
own terms. He began writing and 
producing most of his songs as well. 
From there, he released a string of 
critically acclaimed albums, includ­
ing three Grammy winners for 
Album of the Year.
Wonder’s music evolved from 
exuberant pop ditties to more pro­
vocative and reflective proclama­
tions. “Living for the City” tells 
the story of a family suffering from 
racial discrimination in Mississippi. 
“You Haven’t  Done Nothin’” points 
a finger at then-president Richard 
Nixon. “Heaven is 10 Zillion Light 
Years Away” is an affirmation of 
faith in a world that questions 
the existence of God. “Sir Duke” 
celebrates Stevie’s musical forefa­
thers - jazz legends Duke Ellington 
and Ella Fitzgerald, among others. 
Musically, Stevie is wildly inven­
tive and his songs are as intri­
cately composed as any pop music 
of the. last 50 years.. He was the 
first pop musician to utilize the 
Moog synthesizer, as he layered his 
songs with depths of 70s funk His 
music has a message, but makes 
you dance and sing along. He’s the 
baddest.
In (he 80s, he joined Coretta 
Scott King in a campaign for a 
national holiday honoring Dr. 
Martin Luther King, Jr.; the holi­
day was eventually established in 
1986.
Stevie has proven to be a dedi­
cated human rights activist and his 
musical influence in undeniable. 
Thus, Stevie is this year’s first Black 
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c»- -J-; Thursday 10 _
Lincoln Conspiracy * Arlene Grocery 
■/ Jimmy Scott - Iridium Jazz Club . 
'■¿I Henry Zooid - Knitting Factory
Friday 11
i< -;s; Fat Joett^pacabana dC p  
'JosSfSrdbib"- Madison Square Garden
Saturday l |J t f ||P |
1  Bo Diddley - B.B. King's Blues Club 
Super D iam ondllpnng Plaza 
Parker And Lily * Mercury Lounge
Sunday 13 'iS R H R H  
Neko Case - Bowery Ballroom 
Circa Survive, The Honorary Title - 
Joe's Pub
Monday 14
Oieta Adams • B.B. King's Blues Club 
Jane Monheit * Blue Hole 
Chris S b rn e y J tM k i^
Tuesday 15
Matt Wertz - Bowery Ballroom 
Raul M aio - Joe's Pub
Wednesday 16
Rich Price - The Cutting Room 
High On Fire, Kylesa • 
Bowery Ballroom
Starring Paul Kaye, James Cromwell, 
Vince Vaughn
wsmmSony
Dir. TakasM Shimizu 
Starring Sarah Michette Cellar, 
Ryo hhibasi
Karen, played by Sarah M ichelle Gellar, realizes som ething isn’t quite right in her assigned Tokyo house when she finds Emma, played 
Grace Zabriskie, unconscious on the floor.
The Grudge, a surprise b it in theaters last year and a recent DVD release, is the latest in the line of Asian films to 
be remade for Western audiences. It’s based 
on the 2003 Japanese film titled, Ju-On: The 
Grudge. The twist on this particular remake 
is that its American producers, Sam Raimi 
(Evil Dead, Spider Man) and Robert Tapert 
(Evil Dead, Boogeyman), decided to use the 
same Japanese director, the same Japanese 
crew, and had the production filmed on loca­
tion in Japan. The result is very similar 
film to the original, with the exception of 
American actors in place of their Japanese 
counterparts.
I’ve never been a big fan of seeing foreign 
movies remade for Western viewing. I tend to 
feel that if the film is good, there’s no need to 
remake it with American actors.
The thing that interested me with this 
film was the fact that the actors were the only 
modifications that would be made, although 
as I discovered, the story was also slightly 
modified. I wanted to see what the director, 
Takashi Shimizu, could do the second time 
with a bigger budget and an American cast.
The Grudge is a tale about a mysterious 
force that has cursed a particular house in 
Tokyo. The curse is the vengeful spirit of 
someone who has died a malicious death, 
now seeking revenge on those it encounters. 
Sarah Michelle Gellar plays Karen, a young 
woman living in Tokyo with her boyfriend 
Doug (Jason Behr).
Karen works for a caretaking service that 
has assigned her to look in on Emma (Grace 
Zabriskie), the mother of an American couple 
who have recently relocated to Tokyo. But 
things in their new home are not quite right. 
There are strange sounds and sightings of 
a mysterious little boy named Toshio (Yuya 
Ozeki).
When people sta rt dying, detective 
Nakagawa (Ryo Ishibashi) gets involved. 
Together, he and Karen try to discover the 
tru th  behind this mysterious curse so that 
they can put an end to it.
As much as I hate to admit it, I think I pre­
ferred this version to the original. However, 
that isn’t  saying much, as I was extremely 
disappointed with the original Ju-On: The
Grudge. I found much of the original Ju-On 
to be more comical than scary. The Grudge 
does better with some of the scary scenes, 
partially because they seem to show less 
of the ghosts. When the ghosts are shown 
they are incomplete and not scary. Many 
of the scenes that show the whole figures 
of the ghosts just didn’t  seem frightening. 
However, some of the camera work in this
“What the story really 
boils down to is a good 
old-fashioned ghost story 
about a haunted house, 
but with a modern 
Japanese flavor. There 
are a couple of fun jirnip- 
out-of-your-seat scares, 
but overall, I didn’t find 
the film to be very 
frightening.”
version is noteworthy.
Director of Photography Hideo Yamamoto 
did a wonderful job filming many beautifully 
framed shots. The sound is also very well 
done. There are some scenes where the 
music becomes minimal and creepy sound
effects help to build the tension in the 
scene.
There are a few scenes where a faint 
sound of wind can be heard, making the 
scenes just a little bit creepier. The story 
itself is told in a non-linear fashion, as 
Shimizu starts a t one point in the story 
and then through a series of sequences 
that jump back and forth in time, proceeds 
to fill in the blanks.
What the story really boils down to is 
a good old-fashioned ghost story about 
a haunted house, but with a modem 
Japanese flavor. There are a couple of fun 
jump-out-of-your-seat scares, but overall, I 
didn’t  find the film to be very frightening.
The DVD offers a couple of cool features. 
Aside from the token commentary track, 
there are two short documentaries avail­
able.
The first is a five-part making-of docu­
mentary. This runs a t about 45 minutes 
and takes you through some of the details 
that went into making the film, as well as 
giving some more insight into the mytholo­
gy behind the curse. It features interviews 
with the cast and crew, including Sam 
Raimi and Sarah Michelle Gellar, as well 
as footage of the filming of The Grudge.
The other documentary is a short fea­
ture in which a psychologist explains to 
viewers the psychological and physiologi­
cal attraction to horror movies and their 
effects. It’s kind of interesting, but it didn’t 
really get in-depth to the point where you’ll 
learn much from it. Still, both of these are 
decent features to have on the disc.
The first victim  in The Grudge returns to haunt her former house after being murdered.
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A R T S  &  E N T E R T A IN M E N T
American Grudge Creeps onto DVD
Japanese Horror Remake Includes Some Spirited Improvements
Ben Faresich 
S ta ff W riter
h i sto ri ca I ove rvi e w
Cherilyn M. Sajorda 
M anaging Editor
In a month better known for 
Valentine’s Day cards, having 
opit$r28 total days (when not 
a leap year), and a peeping 
groundhog, February is also
marked as 
Month.
•T h is '^ y c a r, M ontclair S ta te  
has dubbed its  
celebr^toiy them e as “We A re 
A fricans W herever We Are, O ur 
P ast, O ur P resen t, O ur F u tu re.” The 
m onth is chock full of inform ative 
and en terta in in g  presentations 
and cam pus events nonoring th e  
history, cu ltu re and  p resen t day 
sp irit of A frican A m ericans.
A Historical Culture Ignored
Long before schools, universities, 
and people a ll across th e  country 
ce leb ra ted . th e  struggling  and 
gradually  victorious chronicles of 
A frican A m ericans, black history  
w as sim ply know n through w ord 
of m outh. T hat’s because black 
h isto ry  ceased to be docum ented 
in  books, le t alone stud ied  p rio r to 
1926. I t’s th e  son of form er slaves 
whom we can now th an k  for th e  
long aw aited acknow ledgem ent 
of A frican A m ericans as essential 
people in  h isto ry  and the 
culm ination of cu ltu re th a t m akes 
up N orth Am erica.
C arter G. Woodson w as th e  
forefront leader in  declaring th e  
w eek of Feb. 12 a s  B lack H istory 
W eek in  1926. For decades, black 
people across th e  U nited S ta tes 
com m em orated th e  w eek, chosen 
to  coincide w ith  th e  b irthdays 
of F rederick D ouglass and 
A braham  Lincoln. In  1976, during  
th e  nation’s B icentennial, ; th e
Black History
During the Civil Rights Movement of the 
1960’s  eventually led President Lyndon John­
son to approve a  bill for affirmative action in 
1965.
celebration of th e  w eek expanded 
to a  m onth’s w orth of tim e and 
w as renam ed to  B lack H istory 
M onth. I t  is th rough  th is  course 
of tim e and w ith  a  p ra ising  effort 
from  Woodson th a t blacks w ere 
finally  recognized as a  respectable 
presence in  n istory  books.
■ Grow ing up in  H untington, W est 
V irginia, Woodson was forced to
w ork as a  coal m iner before he w as 
eventually  able to  enroll into high 
school a t th e  ripe age of 20. H is 
doggoned determ ination tow ards 
education paid off handsom ely as 
he w ent on to ea rn  a  Ph.D  from 
H arvard  U niversity  and become the 
second A frican A m erican to  earn  a 
doctorate from  th e  university.
D isturbed by th e  lack of h istory  
books’ acknow ledgem ent of the 
A frican A m erican population, 
Woodson noticed th e  only tim e 
blacks fit in  th e  p icture was as a 
reflection of th e ir in ferior societal 
position, one they  w ere m erely 
forced into. I t  becam e his life 
m ission th en  to fully prom ote 
national a tten tio n  tow ards th e  
positive contributions of A frican 
A m ericans. An active prom oter of 
B lack education, Woodson founded 
th e  A ssociation for th e  S tudy of 
Negro Life and H istory in  1915 and 
th e  Journal o f Negro H istory  ju s t 
one year later.
Looking Back, Looking Forward
Though Woodson paved th e  way 
for a positive recognition of A frican 
A m ericans, th e  black population 
would continue to suffer through 
a tum ultuous series of events 
in  h istory  w ith  th e  Civil R ights 
M ovem ent till th e  victorious b irth  
of affirm ative action via P residen t 
Lyndon Johnson in  1965.
The first legislative attem p ts to 
give A frican A m ericans an  equal
Eolitical and  legal s ta tu s  came om th e  Civil R ights A cts of 1866, 1870 1871, and  1875. Technically speaking, blacks w ere now 
perm itted  to  sue and be sued, and 
ho ld  real and personal property. 
They w ere also g ran ted  long 
w ithheld social rig h ts and th e  acts 
penalized business and  proprietors 
for d iscrim inating ag ain st A frican 
A m ericans. ‘ However, i t  w as not 
u n til nearly  a  cen tury  la te r th a t th e  
Voting R ights Act passed, allow ing 
equal voting opportunities.
Oddly enough, th e  hullabaloo 
on civil rig h ts acts seem ed 
m eaningless as discrim ination 
ag ain st black people persisted  in  
sp ite of constitu tional guarantees. 
P residen t Johnson introduced th e  
idea of affirm ative action, requiring  
businesses and schools an  equal 
opportunity  for em ploym ent,
“As tim e goes on, 
b a ttles w ill be 
fou gh t, th e lack  o f  
eq u a lity  m ay  
con tin u e to  be felt, 
and one p erson  o f  
an oth er race m ay  
alw ays fee l 
su p erior to  
another.”
school adm ission, sa lary  increases, 
and financial aid. Though filled 
w ith  good in ten tion , affirm ative 
action h eg an  to  show flaw s in  the 
la te  ‘70s w hen th e  notion of reverse 
discrim ination becam e an  issue.
In  th e  notorious case of A llen 
B akke in  1978, Bakke, a  w hite m ale, 
w as rejected num erous tim es to a 
m edical school th a t bad accepted 
several less-qualified m inorities 
in  h is place. In  a Suprem e C ourt 
ru ling, th e  school w as found guilty 
of unfairly  d iscrim inating against a  
w hite applicant, bu t tb e  legality  of 
affirm atiye action rem ained in tact. 
In  retaliation,^ a coun terattack  
on affirm ative action took form 
and th e  debate over its  valid ity  
continues till th is  day.
Working Hard Everyday
From  Frederick D ouglass 
to H arrie t Tubm an to  Jackie 
Robinson to  Jesse Jackson, A frican 
A m ericans continue to  strive to 
m ake th e ir m ark  in  a society they 
have long struggled to  be accepted 
in.
As tim e goes on, b a ttles w ill be 
fought, th e  lack of equality  m ay 
continue to be felt, and one person 
of ano ther race m ay alw ays feel 
superior to  another. B ut A frican  
A m ericans w ill continue to  push 
tlm ough, and th e  m onth of F ebruary 
w ill long celebrate th e  trad itio n  of 
th e ir cu ltu res.
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1517: Black planta­
tion slavery begins in 
the New World when 
Spaniards began to im­
port slaves from Africa 
in an effort to replace 
American Indians that 
died from disease and 
callous working condi­
tions.
1748: Lucy Terry com­
poses the poem “Bars 
Fight,” the earliest exist­
ing poem by an African 
American. Transmitted 
orally for more than 100 
years, it first appears in 
print in 1855.
S P E C IA L  S P R E A D
1770: Crispus Attucks, an escaped 
•lava, Is killed by British soldiers 
In the Boston Massacre. He Is
one of the first 
men to die In 
¡the cause of 
American Inde­
pendence.
1847: Frederick Doug­
lass begins publication 
of the North Star, an 
antislavery newspaper, 
contributing to his break 
with white Abolitionist 
leader William Lloyd 
Garrison, publisher of 
The Liberator.
A
1904: George Poage
becomes the first African 
American to 
win an Olym­
pic medal.
1914: The Universal Negro Improve­
ment Association is founded by 
Marcus Garvey in his homeland of 
Jamaica to further racial pride and 
economic self-sufficiency and to es­
tablish ablack nation fo Africa.
1929: John Hope, e 
of advanced liberal < 
tion for blacks, is 
president of Atlanta 
the first graduate sc 
rican Americans.
MSU Flag-Raising Event 
Kicks Off African 
American Heritage ‘ 
Month
Jeremy Slagle 
Feature Editor
is poured from  one cup to  ano ther or 
poured on th e  ground to  bless th e  ea rth . 
As th is  is perform ed th e  w ord ‘ashae,’ or 
harm ony is said.
Sophomore n u tritio n  m ajor C rystal 
Dodson fe lt a  very special connection to 
th is  event. “I loved it, she sta ted . “I t  was 
m y firs t flag raising. I even got to  m arch 
in  th e  procession. I t  feels really  good to 
celebrate m y ancestors.”
A fter th e  flag-raising cerem ony was 
com plete, everyone th a t rem ained then  
moved in to  th e  S tuden t C enter Ballroom  
C for a luncheon and poetry reading. One 
of th e  keynote speakers w as Leslie W ilson, 
chairperson of th e  h isto ry  departm ent. 
W ilson spoke about how m aking positive 
changes now w ill affect our fu ture.
A dvisor to  G reek and Social Fellow ships 
H ayden G reene contributed a  perform ance 
by recitjng  a poem titled , "The Lion 
Roared.” I t w as about rem em bering th e  
w ords of fam ous black A m ericans, even 
though they  m ight be dead.
A nother person who perform ed was 
M ichelle Scipio, who is involved w ith 
Women Achieving Victory, Equality, 
and S olidarity  (WAVES), as w ell as th e  
N ational A ssociation for th e  A dvancem ent 
of Colored People (NAACP). Scipio also 
w orks a t MSLPs Women’s Center.
Feb. 1 com m em orated th e  s ta r t of B lack H istory M onth, w here we rem em ber th e  in sp irational black leaders and civil rig h ts activ ists of th e  
past. H ere a t M ontclair S ta te  U niversity, 
th e  firs t event to  celebrate black history  
w as a  m arch and flag-raising ceremony, 
w hich took place th a t m orning.
M ore th an  40 studen ts, staff, and 
faculty  gathered  a t th e  N orm al Avenue 
en trance to  th e  cam pus, and m arched 
p ast College H all to  th e  flagpole outside 
of th e  S tuden t C enter. Upon arriv al, MSU 
P residen t S usan A. Cole gave th e  opening 
speech and  th e  B lack H istory F lag  w as 
raised.
Several speakers th en  followed including 
senior P residen t of th e  O rganization of 
S tuden ts for A frican U nity  (OSAU) K endra 
Faison, S aundra Lewis, chairperson of 
th e  A frican-A m erican stud ies departm ent 
and professor of Psychology, an a S a u n d ra  
Collins, chairperson of th e  -psychology 
departm ent. They spoke on various 
d ifferent topics, noting A frican heritage 
and  th e  contributions of fam ous black 
rig h ts leaders like M artin  L u ther King, 
Jr., M alcolm X, and  Rosa Parks.
D uring th e  flag-raising ceremony, 
libations w ere perform ed to  pay hom age 
to ancestors. To perform  a libation, w ater
A  flag-raising ceremony and march from Normal Avenue to the Student Center took place on Feb. 1 to kick off the stai 
versity. This year’s  theme is “We Are Africans Wherever We Are, Our Past, Our Present, Our Future.”
Even though th e  event w as celebrating 
B lack H istory, a  varied  group of people 
attended  th e  event. A lm ost h a lf of the 
partic ip an ts in  th e  event cam e from  
non-A frican A m erican or black origins. 
W hite, H ispanic, A rab, and m em bers of 
o ther ethnic groups w ere partic ipating
in  th e  event. This blend of c ro ss-cu ltu ra l■ Cai 
and ethnic people showed how un ity  and ) Col 
equality  are becoming m ore of a re a lity  ,[ inn 
T his event occurs every y ear on Feb. 1 .; nor 
The date of th e  event isn ’t  th e  first of th e  a  "V 
m onth for no reason. On Feb. 1,1960 four int< 
black stu d en ts who attended  th e  N orth the
The Road To Jackie F
Fighting 50 Years of Obscurity For The
Jose Ortiz 
Sports Editor
courtesy of googte.com
When Jackie Robinson broke th e  color b a rrie r in  1947 w ith th e  Brooklyn Dodgers, i t  w as th e  culm ination of a  half-century 
of trib u latio n s for th e  A frican A m erican 
baseball player. M any people see it  as a 
single event: one day th ere  w asn’t  black 
baseball, th e  nex t day th ere  was.
W hile Babe R uth  w as settin g  hom erun 
records, and th e  Yankees w ere creating  
baseball history, th ere  w as ano ther league 
underneath  -the g litte r and  glam our of 
w hat had  become A m erica’s pastim e. The 
Negro Leagues existed, and its  players 
perform ed m  obscurity from  1884 u n til 
a fte r H itler had  been rem oved from  power ' 
in  Germ any.
A bner Doubleday’s version of baseball 
in  th e  m id 1800s w as a  ‘gentlem en’s’
jam e, not to be played by th e  low er class.
"se of th e  Civil War, w hich
The first Negro League w as established in 1920 by Rube Foster. Although it would eventually fold, it paved the 
way for more leagues and more African American talent. The Negro Leagues existed until 1948. There are a 
total of 17 players in the M L B  Hall of Fame.
Ju t in  th e  w ak
saw  over 600,000 A m ericans lose th e ir 
lives, people of all races, ages, and classes 
began to tak e p a rt, and it becam e the 
national pastim e.
In  th e  beginning it  w as only an  am ateur 
sport, so A frican A m ericans w ere allowed
to p artic ipate  on in teg rated  team s. B ut 
w hen baseball becam e a professional 
sport, A frican A m erican’s w ere excluded.
By 1884 th ere  w ere no longer any pro
blacksteam s w ith  A frican A m ericans, bu t 
continued to play on th e ir own private 
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team s. The an G iants becam e the 
first all-black professional team  in  1885. 
All black team s w ere independent u n til 
th e  firs t Negro League w as estab lished  in  
1920 by Rube Foster, know n to  m any as 
“th e  fa th e r of black baseball.”
Foster founded th e  Negro N ational 
League, and th ree  years la te r Ed Bolden 
created  th e  E astern  Colored League. 
T hese leagues th rived  for a  few years u n til 
financial difficulties prevented them  from 
continuing any longer. D espite attem pts 
by o ther leagues to  keep th e  private 
team s playing, th ere  w as no m ore A frican 
A m erican baseball u n til 1933.
In  th a t year a  new N ational Negro 
League w as form ed, and in  1937, tn e  
Negro A m erican League w as chartered . 
These two leagues com peted successfully 
u n til 1947 w hen th e  color b a rrie r was 
broken. There w ere 11 W orld Series
th e  
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1961: Ernie Davis 
wins the Heisman 
Trophy for Syracuse. 
He is the first black 
to win file most cov­
eted honor in college 
sports.
1964: President Lyndon Johnson signs ths C M I Flights 
Act Into taw, giving federal taw snforesmant agencies 
the power to prevent 
racial discrimination 
In employment, vot­
ing, and fiw use of 
public facilities.
1966: The Black Panther 
Party is founded In Oaldand, 
California with the original 
intentof protecting residents 
from acts of police brutality.
1987: Aretha Franklin 
releases a series of (fits 
Including “Respect” 
which becomes an an­
them for the Civil Rights 
Movement.
1968: Reverend 
Martin Luther King, 
Jr. Is assasslnatsd In 
Memphis, Tennessee 
on April 4.
4980: WWk 
Gadtey bee 
Americans 
Winter Oty 
apart of the
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hn Hope, an advocate 
:ed liberal arts instruc- 
blacks, is chosen as 
of Atlanta University, 
iraduate school for Af­
ricans.
0
1936: Jesse Owens 
wins four gold med­
als in track and field 
m front of the Berlin 
crowd at Olympic 
games.
*
1939: The NAACP 
Legal Defense and 
Education Fund is or­
ganized.
1947: Jackie Robinson breaks 
the color line h) baseball, as well 
as becoming the league's vary 
first Rookie of the Year.
1950: Gwendolyn 
Brooks is the first 
African American 
writer to win the 
Pulitzer Prize for 
Annie Allen.
o
1957: Althea Gibson 
wins Wimbledon be­
coming the first African 
American, male or fe­
male, to win the lawn 
tournament.
1960: The sit-in movement Is 
launched at Greensboro, N.C. when 
black codage studente insist on 
service at a local segregated lunch 
counter.
facultyspotlight:
Dean James 
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Dominique W ilson I The Montclarion 
Off the start of Black History Month at Montclair State Uni-
ral : C arolina A gricultural and Technical 
nd College sta rted  a  sit-in  a t a  W oolworth’s 
V '¡I lunch, counter. T hat s ta rted  a strin g  of 
1 - 1 non-violent p ro tests in  th e  South. I t  was 
he ; a ’very effective tactic and lead to th e  
in tegration  of parks, sw im m ing pools, 
■fh : th ea te rs, and various o ther places.
The Black Athlete
uring  th e  tim e of B lack H istory 
M onth, we tak e a  m om ent to 
recognize th e  g rea t black leaders of 
our tim e. However, m any of those leaders 
and m entors who affect us in  our everyday 
lives go overlooked and unnoticed.
M eet D ean Jam es H arris. D ean H arris 
is  th e  A ssociate D ean of S tudents a t 
M ontclair S ta te  U niversity, as w ell as 
th e  U niversity’s O m budsperson. He has 
held those positions since 1986 and 2001 
respectively. H e has been m arried  to  h is 
wife Ju stin e  for 33 years and has two 
daughters: K asheena, 31, and Jam illah , 
27.
W hile m any of us know who H arris is, 
how m any people th a t he has been involved 
w ith  our un iversity  since 1964 w ith  only 
a  short th ree-year gap from  1968 u n til 
1971? Who knows th a t he is in  th e  MSU 
A thletic Hall, of Fam e? Obviously, th e re  is- 
m ore to  th is  m an th an  we know.
Jam es Edw ards H arris w as bom
e p t
C astalia, N.C. He w as th e  th ird  of nine 
children. H arris has two older b ro thers 
and  six younger sisters. H is fa th e r w as a 
sharecropper and h is m other w orked on 
th e  farm  and  took care of th e  children. In  
1962, h is p aren ts moved him  and h is six 
siste rs to N ew ark, N. J. I t  w as in  N ew ark 
th a t H arris first experienced racia l 
in tegration .
“The federal law  in stitu tin g  in tegration  
passed in  1954,” H arris said . “TBefore I 
moved in  1962,1 s till w ent to  an  a ll black 
school and never experienced in tegration . 
M oving to  N. J. w as my firs t experience in  
a  black and w hite environm ent.”
W hile in  gym class partic ipa ting  in  
th e  P residen tial Physical F itn ess Test, 
th e  cross country coach noticed th a t 
H arris w as a. very fast runner. A fter a! 
b it of convincing, H arris joined th e  cross 
country team . He la te r w ent on to  be a 
h igh school track  s ta rt in  no t only cross 
country, b u t indoor and outdoor events.
A fter H arris g raduated  from  high 
school, he w as a  social stud ies m ajor a t 
our very own school, w hich a t th e  tim e w as 
M ontclair S ta te  College. H is passion for 
runn ing  continued as he excelled in  cross 
country, indoor and outdoor track , and  
two years of fencing w hile a t MSG. B ut 
for H arris, w ork d id  not end w ith  stud ies 
and  sports. H arris w orked full-tim e jobs
u t
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played during  th is  tim e, and 15 a ll-sta r 
gam es, w hich becam e tn e  biggest black 
sports a ttractio n  in  th e  U S.
A fter th e  1947 season, th e  dem ise of 
th e  Negro Leagues becam e inevitable. 
Young A frican A m ericans w ere going over
to th e  m ajor league team s and th e  ta len t 
level in  th e  Negro Leagues w ere no long 
m ajor league caliber. By th e  end of the
1948 season, th e  leagues folded.
The two m ost recognized players in  
th e  h isto ry  of black baseball (aside from 
Jackie Robinson) w ere Satchel Paige, a 
ta ll lanky p itcher whose legend rings 
louder th a n  h is 63-11 record in  a tw o-year 
span, and Josh Gibson, who is  credited 
w ith  over 960 hom eruns throughout h is 
l 17-year career. G ibson never got to  play 
in  th é  m ajors because of h is untim ely 
death  in  1947.
O f th e  estim ated  4,000-plus players 
to play baseball for th e  Negro Leagues 
during th e  first h a lf of th e  20th century, 
i t  has been said  th a t m any of them  w ere 
of m ajor league caliber, and 17 of them  
have been inducted in to  baseball’s h a ll of 
fame.
on cam pus during  h is 
undergraduate years to
gay for h is education, u t also to  help to supplem ent h is fam ily’s income.
H arris’s a th letic 
perform ances won him  
accolades and  aw ards.
H is ju n io r year, he was 
nam ed an  O utstanding 
A thlete and h is senior 
year he w as nam ed 
th e  M ost O utstanding  
Senior A thlete. He w as a tw o-tim e trip le  
gold m edal w inner a t th e  N.J. S ta te  
M eet. H arris w as la te r inducted in to  th e  
MSC (MSU) A thletic H all of Fam e for 
ou tstand ing  excellence in  overall ath letic 
and academ ic perform ance.
W hile a t MSC, H arris encountered an  
anthropology professor who becam e his 
m entor, B ertha Q uin tana. H arris was 
insp ired  about h e r philosophy on life. 
H arris sta ted , “She told m e once “w hen 
i t  comes to  hum an beings, if  we m ake a 
lis t of .sim ilarities and  differences, th e  
sim ilarities are  m ore th an  th e  differences. 
I t  is easier to  enhance th e  sim ilarities 
th an  th e  differences.’”
W hen H arris g raduated  w ith  h is BA 
in  1968, he received a  le tte r from  th e  
U.S. A rm y ordering him  to  repo rt for 
h is m ilitary  physical exam . H arris was 
w orried about being d rafted , and a friend 
a l l  MIave him  poten ti l y  life-saving advice, n stead  of going in to  th e  U.S. Army, H arris joined th e  A rm y N ational G uard. In  th e  la te  1960s, rio ts in  N ew ark h ad  forced
th e  N ational G uard to tak e over th e  job 
of policing th e  city. T here w ere no t m any 
black guardsm en a t  th a t tim e, an d  H arris 
w as up to  th e  task .
In  1971, H arris re tu rn ed  to MSU and 
becam e an  academ ic counselor. He was 
also enrolled in  th e  G raduate School 
w here he a tta in ed  an  MA ip  S tuden t 
Services. H e also .received h is M aster’s 
in  Public A dm inistration  from  New York 
U niversity. From,*I971 u n til 1986, H arris 
held  various positions on cam pus including 
C oordinator of Couhseling, in tern a tio n al 
S tu d en t Advisor, S uperv isor o f S tuden t 
A ctivities, and  A dvisor to  G reek and 
Social Fellow ships: H e also served as 
cross country coach for 10 years:u
Dominique W ilson I The Montclarion
B esides being a scholar and an  ath lete , 
H arris is also a passionate ac tiv ist for 
equal righ ts. In  1984, he w as elected to 
p residen t of th e  M ontclair Township’s 
chap ter of th e  N ational A ssociation for 
th e  A dvancem ent of Colored People 
(NAACP). H e served th a t position fo r 
20 years, resigning in  2004. H e w as also 
chosen to  be th e  firs t Vice P residen t for 
th e  New Jersey  branch of th e  NAACP, 
w hich he cu rren tly  m ain tains.
• In  1996, th en  M ajor H arris re tired  from 
th e  N ational G uard. O ver th e  p ast 26 
years, he h e ld  m any positions from  clerk to 
nuclear, biological, and chem ical w arfare 
spec ia list to secretary  to th e  C om m andant 
of th e  N.J. M ilitary  Academy. H is years 
of service to  th e  country show h is caring 
and dedication for prom oting a g reater 
equality  for th e  U.S.
W hile he has been involved w ith 
MSU for over 40 years, D ean H arris 
is as com m itted as ever to helping out 
stu d en ts. W hen asked for advice, he-often 
says, “w ith  every experience, find th a t 
w hich is good and em brace it. For those 
experiences th a t are  unp leasan t, learn  
from  them  and learn  th a t th is  too w ill 
p ass.”
For th is  m onth, w hen we celebrate 
equality  find those who helped us to  be 
whom we are , le t us not forget those 
people w ho in sp ire u s everyday. People 
like D ean H am s are  in sp irational to fill. 
They show us th a t even though you m ay 
hkve hum ble beginnings you can become 
a  success. You can do it, even though you 
th in k  you «san’t. T hat is th e  tru e  sp irit of 
B lack H istpry M onth.
We should emphasize not Negro History, but the Negro in 
history of selected races or nations, but the history of the 
hate, and religious prejudice.
history. What we need is not a 
world void of national bias, race
—Carter Woodson
on founding Negro History Week in 1926 JJ
1980: Willie Davenport and Jeff 
Gadley became the first African 
Americans to compete in the 
Winter Olympics. They were 
apart of the bobsledding team.
1983: CtvB-flghta loodsr Jaaae Jackson an­
nounces M s Intention to ran for the Democratic 
presidential nomina­
tion, becoming the 
first African American 
to make a serious bid 
for the presidency.
1968: Doug Williams quar­
terbacks the Washington 
Redskins to a  Super Bowl 
victory and is the first Super 
Bowl winning African Ameri­
can QB.
1992: Riots break out In Los Angeles, sparked by 
the acquittal of four white police officers caught on 
videotape bearing Rod­
ney King, a Made mo­
torist. The riots cause 
at least 55 deaths and 
$1 billion In damage.
1997: Michael .Jordon, arguably 
the greatest aR-around player in 
rite history of basketball, leads the 
Chicago Bufls to their, fifth cham­
pionship.
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Martin Luther King, Jr.
A forefront leader of the 1960s civil rights 
movement, King was arrested on several accounts 
for following his belief in nonviolent resistance.
His campaigns often had mixed outcomes, but 
his famous Birmingham protest of 1963 and the 
subsequent March on Washington the same 
year brought him worldwide attention, eventually 
earning him a Nobel Peace Prize. Though he 
was assassinated in 1968, his legendary pursuits 
for equality keep him the most notable African 
American leader today.
-CS
Malcolm  X
Malcolm X was born Malcolm Little, and for the 
better part of the 50s and 60s Malcolm was at the 
forefront of the civil rights movement. He actively 
worked to help African Americans to achieve social, 
political, and economic status in a country that 
wouldn’t even let them sit in the front of tne bus. 
While Martin Luther King taught blacks to turn 
the other cheek, Malcolm preached that African 
Americans stand up for themselves, and not allow 
themselves to be stepped on. He was also an 
active member of the Nation of Islam. Malcolm X  
was assassinated in 1965.
-JO
J a n e  Jackson
If Jesse Jackson had his way, he would become 
the first African American President of the United 
States, being the first serious black contender for 
the Democratic Party in 1984 and 1988. An active 
political leader and civil rights activist, Jackson 
formed various legions including operation PUSH  
(People United to Save Humanity) in 1971 to 
combat racism.
-CS
i N F L u w r r i m
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Carter W oodson
The son of former slaves, 
Woodson beat the odds of his 
time, finishing high school after 
enrolling at the age of 20, and 
eventually earning a PhD from 
Harvard university, becoming the 
second African American ever 
to do so. Through his studies, 
the distinguished scholar was 
disturbed to learn that history 
books largely ignored black 
Americans, only making note 
of their inferior social status. 
Determined to make a solid 
societal change, he declared the 
week of Feb. 12 as “Black History 
Week,” which was later upgraded 
to Black History Month in the 70s.
-CS
Oprah WMhay
Arguably the most successful 
media mogul, Winfrey not 
only ownsner own production 
company, which is the creator of 
films ana prime-time TV specials, 
she is also an accomplished 
actress (with an Academy tucked 
under her belt), a successful 
publisher to her magazine Oprah 
and a life-touching talk show 
host. Her beloved show racks 
in nearly 15 million U.S. viewers 
daily and a few extra million 
in over 120 other countries 
worldwide. Aside from numerous 
donations to charitable causes 
(and even her own audience 
members, who have been known
to receive gifts as lavish as a car), 
Winfrey remains humanistic and 
relatable as the most successful 
African American in media.
-CS
FtaderickDoughm
A  leader of the abolitionist 
movement in the 19th century, 
Douglass fought a lengthy 
bloodshed battle to end slavery 
in the U.S. in the pre-Civil War 
era. A  brilliant speaker, he hosted 
a tour of lectures, becoming one 
of America’s  first great black 
speakers. In a bold move, he 
began publishing an antislavery 
paper known as the North Star. 
Later serving as an advisor to 
President Abraham Lincoln during 
the Civil War, Douglass continues 
to be remembered for his ample 
support in fighting the racial 
injustice of African Americans at 
the time.
-CS
Muhammad AH
Muhammad AN proved that 
events in the sports world can 
trickle down into the arena of 
life. His success in the ring was 
a token of the multiple successes 
made throughout the civil rights 
movement. His outspoken 
nature and pretty-boy demeanor 
combined with his lightning quick 
punches and ferocious power 
made AN someone that all people 
of all races could love. His
refusal to go to war in Vietnam 
not only spoke volumes about his 
beliefs, but it gave a face to the 
rising against war overseas. AN 
is arguably the greatest boxer of 
all-time, not only for the things he 
did in the ring, but for his impact 
outside of it.
-JO
Althea Qfceon
Long before she became the 
first African American to win 
Wimbledon, Althea Gibson 
battled against prejudices that 
wouldn’t even allow her to play 
tennis on professional courts.
Born in Harlem and raised on 
welfare, Gibson was relegated to 
paddle tennis as a child, and were 
it not for her winning multiple 
tournaments in the PAL leagues, 
she may have never made history. 
In 1951, after years of playing 
tennis in the American Tennis 
Association, she was became the 
first African American of either sex 
to play at Wimbledon. She, like 
Jackie Robinson before her, broke 
down a wall, so that athletes like 
Serena and Venus Williams could 
follow in her footsteps.
-JO
W .EB.DuBoto
William Edward Burghardt 
DuBois, born in 1868, was an 
African American scholar. After
graduating from high school, 
DuBois began studying at 
Fisk College, (now University), 
completed his masters at 
Harvard, and finished his 
doctorate at the University of 
Berlin. DuBois has written several 
articles and books including his 
doctoral thesis, “The Suppression 
of the African Slave Trade in 
America,” which remains the 
foremost authoritative work 
on the subject. More than his 
written work, he is most know for 
dispelling the notions that African 
Americans could not excel in 
academics.
-JO
Jad d s Robinson
After nearly 50 years of African 
Americans playing in obscurity, 
Jackie Roosevelt Robinson 
conquered a barrier that stood 
since 1901. He became the first 
African American to play Major 
League baseball. The things 
that Robinson stood for can be 
summed up in one sentence: “A  
life is not important,” he said. 
“Except in tne impact it has on 
other lives.” Well, Robinson made 
more than enough of an impact 
on not just baseball; he changed 
the face of sports in America.
Not long after he signed with 
the Brooklyn Dodgers, African 
Americans were flocking in droves 
to the newly integrated Teagues. 
By 1960, there was not one 
professional sport that remained 
segregated.
-JO
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mm Pogö Parking Preferable? -
Koren Frankfort I The Montclarion
Montclair State University is a school on the rise. Student enroll- 
m eat is growing. Construction across campus promises to give the
University a major facelift when all is done. President Susan Cole’s “The lots are getting smaller; only the 
salaiybnow so^oiiot& ediK ByM tdtltatxst^p, * » ' **
One number that does not go up, but rather down, is the avail- d e m a n d  C O IltlllU C S  tO  g O  U p*
ability of parking spaces on this campus.- The construction of the - _______________ '***•* i~ w p y f  ______
Childcare Center decreases the number of spaces in lot 28 by 1B8.
The future Bee & nter, anpopnced last November a ^ j i^ t  to be con- the erected feepities. This is n#t an unreasonable measure, as the 
structed on lot 21, promises to remove an additional 154 spaces. The arrival of: nine new shuttle buses sboukl alleviate travel eonsider- 
school proposes housing more students in The Village apartments, ations. As it is, MSU is one of the few schools in which you literally 
but currently has only 586spaces for its 850 residents. have to  park in the next town over to get to class.
While there have been no physical altercations, several police The school has only so muefa room in which to hudd; surrounded 
reports have surfaced, noting heated exchanges between students by Route 46,ihe: towns of Montclair, Clifton and Little Falls, as well 
vying &r parking on this campus. ‘The lots are getting smaller; only, as residential zones, the school’s desire to expand comes a t a cost to 
the demand continues to go up. students. However, the school can take steps to help itself.
At the same time, however, the school is offering alternatives for MSU might consider low eri^-Jhe prices of parking permits for
frustrated students. The Red Hawk deck offers 1,075 spaces, the the Red Hawk deck, as well as telling Parking Services not to be so 
catch being the $275 price tag that comes with the year-long permit, harsh on the student body. Also, they might consider the possibility 
Across campus, the N J Transit deck oilers 1,500 spaces a t $100 per of denying residential ftesdunen parking m  campus. Other »hods 
semester, only parking is not available there on weekends. have this policy; when emergency action is necessary it’s an option
H Currently, neither deck has approached anywhere near its that should be explored. Parking is a problem, but it is not insur- 
capadty in  registered students, mid it would seem that tile school mountable. It is ju st a situation that needs help. „ 
is making a conscious students
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Paying Tribute to The Glories of A Race
Black History Month Gives All of Us A Chance to Reflect, Respect And Accept Each Other
In light of it being Black History Month, it 
is important to reinforce the pursuit towards 
the equality of women and ethnicities, both as 
constituents, and as equally important voices 
for justice, I have noticed many anti-pro­
gressive ideas amongst 
people as a whole, per­
taining to who gets to 
say what about racism, 
classism, sexism, and 
religious prejudices. To 
sum it up, if you aren’t 
of the oppressed popula­
tion, don’t  say anything 
about oppression.
The problem with this 
notion is that the very 
purpose'of the struggle 
in political movements was to equally dis­
tribute rights, and to also give everyone 
a perspective of what others go through 
as minorities, women, and poverty stricken 
individuals. Sociologically and historically 
speaking, the struggling masses needed the
KOREN
FRANKFORT
ED ITO R IA L
C A R T O O N IST
“As a biracial woman, I find it refreshing to hear 
cultural sensitivity and insight from members of the 
cultural groups that were formerly oppressors...”
understanding of the so-called upper class 
because they needed to convince them that 
they should give up their perks so everyone 
else could get a fair share.
Men needed to give up their wiggle space 
to make room for the female workers. White 
Anglo-Saxton Protestant men had to abolish 
slavery so African Americans could be given 
the opportunity to earn their keep and so 
that the job market could expand as slavery 
froze job growth; after all, free labor is the 
cheapest labor.
It took a great deal of effort to create some 
cultural sensitivity from nowhere, but now 
it seems as though people are growing to be
less sensitive about the ideas of others. Just 
recently, I was witness to a dispute between a 
white male and an African American female 
about a performance to a song that quite obvi­
ously is about female rump-shaking for male 
entertainment.
The man’s point was that to dance to the 
song was a continuation of the objectification 
of women, and that he felt African American 
women were historically the most under appre­
ciated and devalued. As in many similar 
scenarios, the response was an angry one, one 
implying that “if you aren’t  oppressed, don’t 
speak of oppression.”
As a biracial woman, I find it refreshing
to hear cultural sensitivity and insight 
from members of the cultural groups that 
were formerly oppressors; it shows that an 
impact was made by great activists of old 
like Frederick Douglass, Sojourner Truth, 
and James Russell Lowell, an important 
abolitionist and a white man who just 
cared. To control insight and opinions of 
people who were impacted by activists and 
to demoralize their concern is essentially 
just a rerouting of negative ideas from the 
past.
In celebration of the liberation of a 
beautiful people as well as the works 
of people like Malcolm Shabazz and Dr. 
M artin Luther King, Jr., we should all 
work to further the positive ideologies of 
the great "role models and to work towards 
equality, instead of furthering ignorance 
and abusing those who are on the right 
track towards true open mindedness.
Koren Frankfort, an art major, is  in her first 
year as the Main Editorial Cartoonist for The 
Montclarion.
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The Truth about The 
History of U.S. Policy
U.S. Propaganda Is Not All That It Seems
courtesy of krtcampus.com
Improving The World 
Through Democracy
U.S. Helps Itself, Helps Other Nations
Americans are taught from grade school 
through high school that America leads the 
world in protecting human rights and free­
dom, especially of those that are the most 
helpless. Did you know that the U.S. gov­
ernment spent $250 million in Bush’s first 
term, more than dou­
ble President Clinton’s 
$128 million from 1997- 
2000? Beneath the rosy 
idealistic image of free­
dom that the govern­
ment’s hired PR people 
portray, is the grim 
image of a government 
M ICH AEL C. " that willingly ignores 
M CPHEE the plight of millions
ED ITO R-IN -CH IEF  in order to: save a buck, 
make a buck, or just 
because it isn’t  politically convenient.
When one looks at the details America has 
a less than admirable record when it comes 
to protecting the fives of civilians. In 1973, 
the U.S. helped overthrow the democrati­
cally elected President of Chile, President 
Allende. The justification for assassinating 
a democratically elected president was, in 
that instance, to prevent the expansion of 
socialism in South America. The government 
that followed, under the tender leadership 
of General Pinochet, restricted the rights of 
its citizens, detained and tortured upwards 
of 100,000 and it is estimated that the gov­
ernment killed 3,000 political opponents. In 
1980 he introduced a new constitution that 
set up a timetable for elections. In 1988, 
Pinochet was overwhelmingly defeated and 
stepped down as President, retaining how­
ever, the position of Commander-in-Chief of 
Chilean armed forces (granted to him by the 
constitution he wrote).
Today the President often refers to the 
human rights violations that took place in 
Iraq existing up until our brave soldiers 
were ordered to take Saddam’s repressive 
regime from power. It is true there was an 
endless amount of evil action taken against 
civilians of Iraq. Saddam, like every other 
dictator around the world, used force to stay 
in power. The difference between Saddam 
and every other two-bit dictator is that he 
used to be considered a good friend of those 
in Washington.
The United States gave Saddam chemical 
weapons in addition to the sale of many con­
ventional arms. Sure, we didn’t intend him 
to use the weapons against his own people, 
we thought and hoped he would have used it 
against the Iranians. Rumsfeld often talks 
about Saddam’s evil, wicked ways, but he 
neglects to mention the support that he gave 
Saddam when he visited Baghdad and was 
photographed shaking Saddam’s hand with 
a great big grin.
Under President Clinton, the United 
States ignored one of the worst human rights 
violations of our generation. On April 6, 
1994, the longest 100 days of Rwanda’s his­
tory began. During these 100 days of horror, 
over 900,000 Rwandan Tutsi were butch­
ered. They were tortured, raped, mutilated, 
and then murdered. The preferred method 
for a Rwandan m ilitia member to execute a
victim was by hacking them to death with a 
machete, purchased in advance of hostilities 
and under with the direct knowledge of the 
United Nations and the United States.
In this situation, the United States did 
much more than ignore the situation, they 
actively sought to downplay what was really 
going on. The United States representative 
to the United Nations, later our Secretary 
of State, voted on measures that reduced 
the size of peace keeping forces, as well as 
limited the mandate of the forces left on the 
ground so that they couldn’t  seize arms that 
the United Nations knew was being shipped 
into Rwanda. When international powers 
began to put pressure on the government, 
they sent word out to the hills: keep hilling, 
just be more discreet about it.
While the United States sought to bring 
about a resolution at the United Nations in 
the comfort of their meeting rooms, hundreds 
of thousands of Rwandans hoped for any 
sign that help would come. In one instance, 
U.N. peacekeepers that were protecting refu­
gees at a stadium, were ordered to leave 
because Rwandan Militia were attacking 
the peacekeepers, and rather than allow 
more U.N. soldiers die, they left. As they 
left, while in clear sight, members of the 
Hutu m ilitia Interhamwe began murdering 
the defenseless civilian refugees. President 
Clinton later pledged, “never again.” If even 
one of the 900,000-plus civilians were still 
alive, I think they would tell him “too little, 
too late.”
Today, we are once again ignoring the 
plight of thousands of civilians that are being 
targeted by their government simply because 
of ethnicity. Sudan is today’s Rwanda. 
Although the body count isn’t  as high, the 
brutality is just as severe. The Sudanese gov­
ernment bombs villages with warplanes and 
attack helicopters while their m ilitia rides 
on horseback, finishing off the survivors and 
burning the villages to the ground.
For those lucky enough not to be killed on 
sight (usually women), those people can look 
forward to being used as sex slaves until 
they are no longer considered “attractive” 
to their captors. Women and girls are raped 
routinely; the Arab m ilitia responsible, oth­
erwise known as the Janjaweed, rape regard­
less of age. Their brutality seems to know no 
bounds. Over 70,000 Darfuri Sudanese have 
been butchered while millions have fled the 
region, becoming refugees with no future 
and no hope; Thousands die everyday as a 
result of disease from these refugee camps, 
one of the main causes being diarrhea.
It isn’t  enough for America to give money 
once in a while when it is needed. As the sole 
superpower, our nation has a moral obligation 
to protect the fives of those that can’t protect 
it themselves. Treat others as you wish to be 
treated. What would America be like if each 
neighbor only looked out for himself? Being 
part of a community means helping others. 
It is time for America to take thè moral lead 
and to stop forming policy based on the sole 
interest of our economy.
M ichae l C. M cPhee, a p o litica l science  major, 
is  in  h is  firs t year as Editor-In-Chief for The 
Montclarion.
Oh, how smug the facial expressions were 
that outlined the face of President Bush 
nearly two weeks ago, addressing the world 
in response to the Iraqi elections, proclaim­
ing that they were “a resounding success.”
After months and months of having to 
defend himself and his administration, in 
an era marked by civilian bloodshed and 
international uncer­
tainty, here, finally, 
was a shimmering bea­
con of hope, as the Iraqi 
populace turned out in 
numbers that exceeded 
expectations and went 
to the polls. Defying 
threats and expecta­
tions for unrestricted 
bloodshed, Iraqis across 
the nation shoveled 
coal into the furnace of 
democracy - U.S. democracy, that is.
Okay, so the Sunnis didn’t  vote. Okay, 
so dozens of innocent people, interested only 
in the furthering of their own nation, were 
senselessly killed. Okay, so the major cities of 
Iraq were shut down and the rule of a police 
state was instituted to enforce security.
The scars of a war-torn nation were evi­
dent everywhere two Sundays ago, and yet, 
without equivocation, the justification for 
the April 2003 invasion of Iraq experienced 
a major victory. The rhetoric of the Bush 
administration never had it so good.
As we see the tenacity between the Israelis 
and Palestinians softening this week in the 
form of an announced ceasefire, as Iran 
continues to defy the will of the civilized 
world in their efforts to establish a nuclear 
program, we are constantly reminded that 
active involvement in foreign affairs on the 
part of the United States is not just neces­
sary, but critical in protecting the quality of 
fife for the people of the world.
There’s no denying that the United States 
has a somewhat checkered history when 
dealing with other nations, both in years 
past and today. It’s naïve to think that the 
U.S. “freed” the Iraqi people out of a desire to 
do good, just as the United States could not 
have cared less about the plight of European 
Jews during World War II. Only when our 
nation itself was attacked did we “free” the 
persecuted peoples.
But at the same time, in that instance, 
the interests of this nation and of Europe
coincided, benefiting both us and them. By 
rallying and applying international pressure 
on countries like Iran, we are not just sup­
porting the security of the western world, 
but safeguarding Iranians as well, refusing 
to allow a reckless government to jeopardize 
the security of its own people.
In September of 1938, on the eve of the 
greatest crisis in the history of the world, the 
nations of England, France and Italy, signed 
the Munich Pact with Adolf Hitler, failing to 
stand up to German aggression in an effort 
to avoid war. At the time, the celebrated 
“policy of appeasement” was lauded across 
Europe by a society unprepared to do what 
was necessary to keep hostile nations in 
check, and the consequences of their inac­
tions are still felt around the world today.
If history has taught us anything, it is 
that the interests of the United States and its 
people will always be threatened. Either we 
can choose to allow other nations to sucker- 
punch us as we did on 9/11, or we can be 
proactive around the world, protecting not 
only ourselves, but other nations as well.
It is arguable as to the level of participa­
tion on the part of the United States; the 
Bush administration, in hindsight, was obvi­
ously not prepared to rebuild Iraq, and there­
fore should not have invaded at the time they 
did.
On the other hand, history has not yet 
been written, and if Iraq can succeed as a 
stable, democratic nation, then it is possible 
that we can usurp the rule of oppressive 
regimes around the region through “free­
dom.”
It is not, and never has been, the respon­
sibility of the United States to be the world’s 
“policeman.” But the United States has a 
right to protect itself and the nations with 
which it is allied, and much of the relative 
stability that the world enjoys today can be 
attributed to U.S. intervention.
Around the world, the United States will 
continue to hemorrhage money, m aterial 
and (especially) manpower in an effort to 
m aintain our security, and as history has 
proven throughout the years, the benefits of 
these actions are not restricted only to this 
nation. In that respect, if we are to improve 
our own quality of fife, then it is of mutual 
interest that we try  and do the same for other 
countries.
K a rl de Vries, an English major, is  in h is first 
year as Opinion Editor for The Montclarion.
KARL  
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Bold and Brazen Opinion Writers!
So You Like To Think of Yourself As An Opinionated Person? Prove It.
The Opportunity To Speak Your Mind Begins With the Opinion Section of The Montclarionl 
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Montclarion Mailbag
Dear Editor,
I found the article on 90.3 WMSC- 
PM’s webcast to be downright insulting. 
Practically none of the facts presented were 
accurate and the people quoted simply did 
not say what the article claimed. This article 
was hastily written, poorly researched and 
misleading.
First of all, radio call letters are not 
hyphenated. It’s not w ritten W-MSC, 
.STS.. „Montclair . State’s 
Underground Radio, not “the underground 
radio station on campus.” We broadcast at 10 
watts, which covers an area of approximately 
12.5 miles surrounding campus.
Being non-commercial has nothing to do 
with our underground format. All FM sta­
tions under 92 MHz and a majority of college. 
stations are non-commercial, meaning they 
are not allowed to advertise on-air at all. 
This is not a choice; this is an FCC regula­
tion for all non-commercial and educational 
stations.
We also air at least 15 minutes of pubil 
lie service announcements daily along with 
University and community tvi-nfr WMSC 
has m aintained its undergrpund fai^O'it 
since the mid 1970s, including the time wo 
spent on the commercial dial at 101 5
Regarding our webcast, our contract with 
Live365.com began on Jan. 1. After a short 
period of testing, it has been consistently 
up and running since the begitiffing o itn ef 
semester. The delay between radio and web­
cast is about 10 seconds, as it takes time for 
the audio to travel. The FCC does not moni­
tor any Internet transmission and WMSC is 
no exception to that, contrary to the claims of 
this article.
I fail to see how we are joining the ranks 
of “top professional radio stations” by web­
casting. I was under the assumption that we 
joined these ranks when we started broad­
casting on the FM dial. I can only assume 
that when “professional” was written, “com­
mercial” was implied. Because of the cost of 
royalties, you will find very few, if any, com­
mercial FM stations broadcasting online.
It seems to me that the webcasting sta­
tions the article compared WMSC to were 
chosen arbitrarily. More appropriate choices
would have been stations we actually com­
pete with, such as Seton Hall’s WSOU or 
WFMU (formerly of Upscala College).,
I don’t  know where the writer got the 
data regarding our webcast statistics from 
(because David Deitch was quoted inaccu­
rately), but all that information is wrong.
According to the most recent stats, we 
have had listeners from 12 different coun­
tries and unfortunately I must say that 
England and Australia have not yet tuned 
in. At the end of January, we had a total of 
1,088 streams launched (approximately 40 
per day, much more than the 13 reported) 
for a total of 368 listening hours. We were 
ranked No. 96 out of all alternative stations 
on Live365.com and in that time our overall 
rank (among all Live365.com broadcasters) 
rose from around 13,000 to 2,376.
Also, Jen Wilenta’s quote was doctored, 
when inreality she said, “...your friends from 
other colleges can listen. I’ve had listeners 
call from Seton Hall and Stockton.” Even 
wÉjlfe though, is attributing information 
j l j  me th a t I never’ provided! A 25oereent 
increase i n participation? W hat kind of par­
ticipation was I supposedly talking about? 
||lembi-rrtliip" Listeners? I have no idea, bed 
I’d appreciate it if my name was spelled right 
S p u n  word' were put in my mouth.
§|| When prev ious articles about thetffiubles 
S e  had frying to webcast in the past were 
p u n t page-m -.re, it’s only natural to assume 
M iai Trip MonitJaribn. would pay attention 
when we finally succeeded. Instead, we find 
this article crammed into, the comer of page 
■"^-Phraserquite offendèÌW m^reCT'mW ff 
work we had put into making this happen, 
neither myself, our Web Director Michael 
Stoppay, our faculty advisor, nor any of our 
alumni who set these wheels in motion were 
contacted during the writing of this article. It 
also took over a month to even acknowledge 
this story, when it could very easily have 
been included in the first issue this semes­
ter.
This is by far the most inaccurate, unpro­
fessional article I have ever seen. Had some­
one simply asked for the webcasting statis­
tics and the right facts, they would have been 
provided.
Anthony J. Mennuti 
WMSC-FM General Manager 
Industrial Design major 
Senior
Dear Editor,
The Montclarion article titled “Relocation 
Proposed for Health Services,” which 
appeared in the Feb. 3 issue, leaves the read­
er believing that a decision has been made to 
build a Health and Counseling Center.
The comments I made in response to 
questions posed by The Montclarion staff 
clearly suggested the possible outcomes if 
such a facility were to exist. But it should 
have been mentioned that a new facility is 
only theoretical, as I stated in my response 
to a Montclarion question, which was omit­
ted from the article. When I was asked 
about the potential costs or the existence of 
blueprints for this facility, I realized that 
The Montclarion staff member asking me 
this que^lljn believed that the facility was 
a fete a compli The reader would have had 
A clearer understanding of the situation had 
my response to this question been quoted: 
i“bfogwp?ire?>ii|)where near that point. There 
are no plans at the present time for construc- 
tio S r^ W ® e  a concept of what I think we 
might need for the future. But I am not an 
architect. If there is approval for such a proj­
ect in the future, then expert planners and 
architects will probably be hired to develop 
plans for a building based on these projected 
n felifand  the funding available.”
I am writing this letter because I do not 
want the campus community to miscon­
strue the situation. Funding is limited and 
the University has many priorities. Under 
Dr. Cole’s direction, we will continue to see 
improvements and renovations to buildings 
that will serve our University community 
now and in the future. My comments were 
conjectural in nature and should not have 
been considered as more than theoretical, 
nor would they have been had I been quoted 
completely.
Susan Skalsky, Director of University 
Health and Counseling Services
The Montclarion Mailbag Policy
• All letters must be typed, preferably on disk (text only format) or via e-mail, • Letters exceeding 500 words will not be considered for publication. • Once 
received, letters are property of The M ontclarion  and may be edited for length, content and libel. • Letters will not be printed unless they include the author's 
name, major, last four digits of SSN and phone number dr e-mail address. • Only one letter by an author will be printed each month. • Submission deadline: 
Monday. 10:00 p.m. • Letters may be submitted through e-mail to MontOpinion@yahoo.com or sent to The Montclarion - Attn: Opinion Page Editor, M on t­
clair State University, 113 Student Center Annex, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043.
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Question of 
The Week
JARED JENKINS
Year: Sophomore 
Major: Human 
Ecology
“It’s a time when we 
all must think back 
a t all the sacrifices that our ancestors 
endured.” » I
KENDRA A. 
FAISON
Year: Senior 
Major: History
*T tisatim eto 
celebrate the accom-
plishments of people of African descent
AMANDA 
HOLDER .
Yean Sophomore 
Major. History
“It is a time to 
reflect and remem-
ber the accomplishments and the 
culture of the ancestors of African
CHRIS 
BARBIERE
Yean Senior 
Major: History
“A sense of history. 
Realizing that any 
man or woman can make this nation 
great in any way. Looking past race, 
religion and creed is the first step.”
JEROME 
MORGAN, JR.
Year: Junior 
Major: Marketing
“It means taking the 
time to celebrate the 
beauty and history of my heritage. I love 
being black.”
ANTHONIO 
WILLIAMS
Yean Junior 
Major: Interntional 
Business
“Black History Month 
to me means a time when we get to look 
at all the struggles our ancestors went 
through,” *
the protection
JASON GRAVES
Year: Junior 
Major: History
“It means the world 
to me because Afri­
can Americans have 
played a vital role in 
■ civil liberties.”
Question o f the Week opinions are views 
expressed by the students o f M ontclair State 
University, and are not necessarily the views 
o f The Montclarion.
^j^^^^^jjjjjjjgj^jrtgro^jçtjgTjô^ghoOjÇorn Ca mim
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A College Girl Named Joe B y  A a ron  W arner
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O h ,  h e llo ,  M r. Q u i g m a n  ... W o u ld  y o u  m in d  
h a v in g  y o u r  s e s s i o n  o u t  H E R E  t o d a y ? ”
BY BIUY O'KEEFE WWW.MR8IUY.COM
www.themontclarion.org
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President Bush opens with a joke.*..
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The Family M onster byJoshShalek
Taurus **
(April 2 u -i» $ y  20) 
iusye«m r»ii|ld% iipei«i with friends 
É f Ì |£  next couple of days. That’s good, but 
resist the urge to splurge the money you have
recently earned.
i  Gemini t
- j |  (¡Way *»,
One surprising development just went your 
way; hoi thè next one won’t. Don’t  push your 
luck, but show respect. m S Ê S  - , /  •
Si Cancer >€
(June 21 July 21)
Your eilortb will pav ott’fui yeais to come You 
>1iould be proud of your-*lf You're not quit, 
tlirough yet. e-o postpone the trip you'd like to
#  Leo Ut
(July 22 - August 21 )
Take time away from the game to add up your 
win' and loss.es Don’t worry about minMng 
anything- this is not a good lime to gamble
M Virgo M
.Augu.'t 22 -  September 21)
Maybe vou need 1» look at the situation irom 
u new point of view. Imagine you're seeing it 
lhrmigh the eye-» of a kooky friend
www.joshshaiek.com kid_shay@ joshshalek.com
Are you an artist or cartoonist?
S e n d  y o u r  
c a r t o o n s  
t o  t h e  
M o n t c la r io n !
m$4 V
y ^ f E m a l  
f  MontProduction Ì 
X .i^yahoo.com v'
- O
Libra
(.Septembei 22 - October 22)
After you vu made the commitment it’s timst® 
get down to work. You’ll learn more as you go 
along, ho continue to pay attention.", ■.'
October ‘ill -  Nuvianbur 21)
You’ll have more tune in the next few days to 
cuddle with someime you love. Make arrange­
ments fur something special, but don’t  spend 
a lat of money,
ff> Sagittarius <$)
i November 22 December 20) ,
It’s not a good idea to gpt your roommate ell 
-ikd up \dv im* fdution ¡or the next lew day'  
and prai iicc il \oursi-li
^ Capricorn ^
(December 21 -  January 1») 
lV*vioua comiiiiilmeutn inU-rli.n with yuui 
abihty to study the subject you’ll be using 
next J ii'i do the old stulf tin uld way HU 
be easier.
é  Aguari us At
fJanuary 20 -  February 17)
Dnut gel carried away in yimr enthusiasm, 
and buy a bunch of toys you really don’t know 
Imw to u->e yet. Easy doesit. '1,
IS -M arch 19) B 
Changes aie predicted foi the next couple of 
days Don't let yourself be pushed this way 
and that. Steer a steady course.
p* Aries *£
jMaw*t^}-Apriri9)
You’ll have more time the next few days to 
rest and recooperate. Don’t attempt any 
big advances now; you need to recover your 
strength. ¿C;
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Priority Web (WESS) Registration 
for MSlX Students* April I l  f 21
Schedule
www.montclair.edu
Links, select Login to WESS 
ibiiheiatest information H
¡pplitional WESS Registration for 
All Eligible Students*
April 22 through the first day of t h e ^ § ||
Summer Sessions Office 
College Hal,Room 215 
Voice: I  973,655-4352 
./ f iS  973-655-7851 
E-Mail: summer@montclair.edu 
Web: wwwjnontclaIr.edu/summer
$ The University reserves the right to modify its calendar, availability of the 
web registration system, and to change tuition and fees without prior notice.
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Announcements
Sigma Alpha Lambda, a National 
Leadership and Honors Organiza­
tion with over 45 chapters across the 
country, is seeking motivated students 
to assist in starting a local chapter (3.0 
GPA required). Contact Rob Miner, 
Director of Chapter Development at 
rminer@salhonors.org
Help Wanted
Summer Day Camp Jobs - northern NJ 
area. Dates: 6/28-8/19 Mon-Fri. Gain 
teaching experience. Great people 
skills job. 201-444-7144. www.rama- 
pocamp.com
FREELANCE REPORTER for Leader
Miscellaneou
Spring Break 2005. Travel with STS, 
America's #1 Student Tour Operator to 
Jamaica, Cancún, Acapulco, Bahamas 
and Florida. Now hiring on-campus 
reps. Call for discounts. Information/ 
Reservations 1-800-648-4849. 
www.ststravel .com
CLkecX . . .
Dr. Jared Sullivan 
Obstetrics & Gynecology 
1117 Route 46 East, Suite 202 (between 
Chengdu 46 & Fette Ford)
Clifton, NJ 07013 
(973)779-1221
\kle of fer  a  full Cûm^lemert o f obstetrics + 
^reccolo^ servic.es ;n a fnvo-te settir^. Services 
irc-lud-e amual eYO-ms, fcx-p smears, cortraceftior  
ar\ck emergency cortracceftior.
Child Care Wanted
Experienced Babysitter Needed for 1 yr 
old Friday mornings. Must have trans­
portation to either Montville (home) 
or Summit (office). $10/hr. Interview 
required. Call Dr. Lev (973)575-9998.
Newspapers, South Bergen County's 
Largest Weekly Paper, servicing Wood- 
Ridge, Carlstadt, East Rutherford* 
Rutherford, Lyndhurst, North Arling­
ton. Requires Night Meetings, Pos­
sible Features. Send Resume/Writing 
Samples: jobs@leadernewspapers.net *  Positions Available Irnmecjiatefy *
*  for Ma4 Scientists. *
J  * * * * * * * * *  J
*  M a4  Science o f  N o r th  Central N ew  Jersey *  
J  is currently look ing  for students to  work J  
* 1 - 4  hours a week teaching science c la sse s*  
* t o  kl4s. Excellent {ray-inducing training!! J
*  Do You; *
J  *  Love W o rk in g  with children/ J
*  *  Have fo il-tim e access to  a  car/ ★
J  * H a v c  an  o u tgo in g  personality/ £
it  i f  y o u  answerer} yes to  these guestions, *
*  give us a call at (971) 244-1880 . *
i t  and set up an  interview. *
*  *  
***★ ★ ★ ******★ *★ ★ *★ ★ ★ ★ ★
Sleep weu, 
Do well
For kids to do their best in 
school or at play, they should 
get at least nine hours of 
sleep every night. K id s  
can b e  S ta r  S leepe rs 
like G arfield. Visit 
http://starsleep.nhlbi.nih.gov 
for sleep tips and fun activities.
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH 
National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute 
Public Health Service
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
Five or more 
sunburns 
double your risk 
of developing 
skin cancer.
.S*«
ÌAÀDÌ
V  1,38 . o ’
Protect your skin. 
w w w .a a d .o rg  • 888 .462.D ERM
There-is
Volunteers 
of America,
fo r  people who have to  deal 
with th e  harsh  re a litie s  of 
life . Volunteers of America 
is there to  help . We w ork in 
communities across the country 
providing emergency shelter, 
and  services to  hom eless 
individuals and  families.
The need is great. And vets are 
th ere  to  offer support and  
compassion to  help  return 
people to  self'sufflcfency.
find  o u t how you can help. 
Call 1.800.899.0089, or visit 
www.vokmteersofamertca.org.
Volunteers 
y  of America*
Jfcsn s ttre ito lim its to caring-
The Montclarion WANTS YOU !
_ Now looking for writers, assistants and editors.
Get active on campus, build some resume experience, me;et some really cool people 
and get to kpow how good your Wednesday nights can really be.
Email montfnanagmg@yahoo.com or call 973-655-52B2 for more information.
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Red Hawk Basketball Spotlight:
Gian Paul Gonzalez Finding The Time to Help Children
IS
Karan  N arw al 
S ta ff W riter
He is one of Montclair State University’s 
best players for men’s basketball and 
an outstanding student here at the 
University. As a junior, Gian Paul 
Gonzalez has done things 
many cannot follow. As well 
as being a consistent ath- |  
lete and a hard-working stu­
dent, he also has a strong 
faith, which helps him go 
through each day’s prob­
lems. Gonzalez is from 
North Haledon,
New Jersey 
and attended 
M a n c h e s t e r  JH H  
R e g i o n a l  
High School.
Gonzalez’s 
p l a n s  
after col- 
lege are 
u n c e r -
t a i n ,  j H H H R S
but he
m u c h :
He wants 
to work with 
kids. “I enjoy helping 
and teaching kids,” he 
said. “I probably would 
go towards being a high 
school counselor.”
His main goal is to 
have a positive impact 
on kids and put a bright­
er view on their futures.
Gonzalez didn’t start 
playing basketball until 
junior year in high school.
“It’s a blessing from God 
to play now and be where 
I am.” He wants to show 
younger kids and teens a 
different path that doesn’t 
involve violence and hate. He 
takes these kids out to places 
such as Friendly’s and just has 
a good time with them. This is 
what he does in his spare time 
since basketball and school take 
up most of it.
Gonzalez has an eclectic taste 
in music. “I like gospel and hip- 
hop mostly and my favorite group 
is Cross Movement. I like music 
with a positive message.” When i t  
came to favorite movies and such, 
Gonzalez suddenly said, “Remember 
The Titans was a real good one.” He 
even enjoys the Lord o f The Rings col- 1 
lection.
It is evident in his speech that he is j 
man of strong faith and very church- 1 
involved. He refers to God a lot in the 
sense of being thankful for what he has 
and not taking anything for granted. His 
favorite book is the Bible. This is also what 
keeps him consistent as an athlete and as a 
student.
His pregame ritual is to “Always read the
Bible, Isaiah chapter 40. It gets me fired up.' 
The Bible is what Gonzalez looks to before 
the game. This is a time when most athletes 
have music as an inspirational force, but he 
finds the same level of inspiration from a 
holy book.
Gonzalez has the old school fla­
vor when it comes to professional 
basketball. He likes the Seattle 
Supersonics and was a big fan of 
the duo of Gary Payton and Shawn 
Kemp. “I love Gary Payton’s style of 
play along with the trash 
talking,” said Gian 
Paul. It’s difficult 
i  to compare him 
f t  to a specific 
■ a professional 
player.
K  ®  I have 
H |  to choose 
H R  I’ll say
HBjf C a r l o
B o o z e r  
| H  or Drew 
, , ; Gooden.
| U  s a i d  
H H  Gonzalez  
WfT w ith 
laugh.
H . i
favorite college 
basketball team 
other than his 
own, is the 
University of 
North Carolina 
Tar Heels. He 
Said his best 
game of the 
year was the 
first game 
of the sea­
son against 
P l y m o u t h  
State.
“I felt as a 
team we were 
really good 
and we played 
great,” said 
he.
Gonzalez is a 
team  player 
with the suc­
cess of the 
team on his 
mind. He 
m ight have 
had better 
gameswhenit 
came to num­
bers but- the 
team ’s suc­
cess is what 
exem plifies 
the best 
game of the 
season .“We 
have great 
guys, and 
when it 
to the seasoncomes down
and the playoffs, whatever happens happens, 
we are just thankful,” he said.
Red Hawk Tidbit
If Gian Paul Gonzalez were to stop playing now, he 
would be ranked 12th in ppg, and 14th in rebounds 
per game in MSU men’s basketball history.
Stephanie Machin Playing Like Her Brother Taught Her
¡ É K
IgM
1 1
Jose O rtiz  
Sports Ed ito r -
Red Hawk women’s basketball team cap­
tain Stephanie Machin burst into the lime 
fight as a freshman last season. After 
averaging over 14 points and 
10 rebounds per game in 
2004, en route to NJAC 
Rookie of the Year hon­
ors, she is back to her 
normal antics this sea­
son. Averaging over 14 
points per game this year, 
the conference teams still 
haven’t  figured out how 
to guard her, and 
they have her 
older brother,
Mike Machin, to jR H 6 • 
thank for it.
Her brother, 
th ree years 
older than she, ®
was a basketball a j
player for Drew 
U n i v e r s i t y  S H  
and in 2002 
was the team’s 
leading scorer and 
rebounder. Sound 
familiar?
“My brother and 
I have been playing 
together since I was a 
little kid,” said Machin.
The former Drew 
standout educated his 
sister about the transi­
tion from high school 
sports, to collegiate 
sports. Even at a 
Division III level it can 
be a tough jump.
“My brother prepared fH  
me for the worst with college 
ball,” said Machin. “My 
high school team wasn’t that 
good. When I came to MSU and 
everyone was really good, I wasn’t 
sure that I would even play.”
Play she did, and instant suc­
cess she found. Becoming the 
first MSU freshman to average 
a double-double since 1995, she 
helped lead the Red Hawks to a 
21-7 record, the best since 1991.
But even in her second year, 
teams just haven’t  found a way to 
stop her from getting the ball in 
the hoop.
“I’ve always been told that I have 
a nose for the ball,” said Machin. “I 
always want to score, but I’m also 
just as happy with a nice assist.”
Her love for basketball began at 
the age of five while watching Knicks 
games with her brother and father.
Her favorite NBA players are the versa­
tile ones like Charles Barkley, and Scottie 
Pippen. These are players that she tries to 
model her game after.
“The perfect basketball player definitely 
needs to have a good work ethic, strong 
desire, and humility,” said Machin. “They 
may not be the highest scorers, but are able 
to give points when needed, or assists and 
defense. They have to be able to do what the 
teams needs them to do.”
The greatest misconception anyone could 
ever make about the 5’11 forward is that she 
is anything but kind.
“A lot of people say that I am intimidat­
ing, when I’m actually just a little shy,” said 
Machin. “I think it’s because I’m quiet and 
tall. My friends don’t  understand the mis­
■
conception at all.”
If you asked the people she plays with, the 
overwhelming sentiment about the former 
F irst Team All-Region selection is that she is 
a ton of fun - always smiling, laugh­
ing and joking around with the 
team.
“She is a very fun per­
son,” said team m ate 
and good friend Jessica 
W  Garrabrant. “Every prac­
tice is fun, and when we hang 
out it’s fun. Even when she is 
serious, she can never be mean.” 
Such a fun lover, Machin 
k has a growing DVD collec­
tion specializing in com­
edies. So far her prized 
k DVD is her favorite 
comedy, Dodgeball. 
She also enjoys 
all sorts of 
music, rang­
ing from 
rap to rock, 
eve ry th ing  
e x c l u d i n g  
classical, and 
country music. Her 
|  favorite band is U2. 
I She also enjoys read- 
§  ing Nora Roberts, and 
Janet Evanovich.
With the success 
jfe that Machin enjoyed 
| |  last season, it’s quite 
ij:’ a testament to her 
gr- and her dedication 
I r  to the tearri that she 
|S hasn’t picked up and 
ji  left for a DI school,
! Undoubtedly, there 
would be many schools 
that would relish at 
the opportunity to sign 
a player who would give 
you a double-double every 
single game. Machin, 
however, chooses to take 
the high road.
“I like being close 
to home,” said Machin. 
“After being here for a 
year, I just love all of the 
girls on the team. I’ve 
never enjoyed playing 
with people so much.” 
There aren’t too 
many sophomore team 
captains in any sport, 
at any level, at any 
school. Machin has 
been given that chal­
lenge, and says that it’s no 
cakewalk.
“It?s a little bit harder to 
be a captain,” said the forward. “You 
can never be down, even after a bad game. 
You must always stay positive.”
She has found little, if any, time for a love 
life, but says she did have a boyfriend her 
freshman year, though it didn’t  last. Machin 
says that if she does start a new relationship 
it would be preferably with an athlete, or 
someone who understands that her time is 
taken up.
Before Stephanie Machin is done at MSU, 
she hopes to lead the team to an NJAC 
championship, and hopefully reach the Final 
Four. Although her major is still undeclared, 
she hopes to graduate with a degree in 
something involved with sports. As long as 
she keeps that patented spin move working, 
theres no doubt that she won’t  have too many 
problems finding a job in athletics.
S P O R T S
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NBA Fantasy Basketball Focus
Amare Stoudamire Has Finally Arrived
Karan  N arw al 
Staff Writer
It’s Time for The NBA to Make A Change
Rob M acKerchar 
Staff Writer
Once he has the ball in the paint, just a 
couple of feet from the basket, it’s hard to 
stop this machine. Amare Stoudemire is the 
man I’m talking about and he is my fantasy 
pick for this week. He’s young, energetic, and 
not too injury prone. Oh yeah, and his num­
bers are have soared.
His averages are 26.1 points, 8.6 rebounds, 
1.6 assists, and 1.5 blocks. These stats and 
his impressive play have earned him a trip 
to the All-Star game in Denver as well as the 
Slam Dunk Contest.
The upcoming schedule seems some­
what difficult, but I feel that in the next 
three games, Amare will step it up a notch 
and come out with even more impressive 
numbers. The Suns host Seattle on Friday 
and are away at Golden State on Sunday 
and then are home again against Utah. 
Stoudemire will have many opportunities
against each team to put up big stats because 
of the teams the Sims and him are playing. 
Seattle has Danny Forston, who will try  to 
contain Amare, but the defense of Seattle 
will be trying to contain Shawn Marion and 
Steve Nash from the outside.
At Golden State, Adonal Foyle will have 
his hands full as the Suns will be a difficult 
opponent for the Warriors, along with the fact 
that Troy Murphy is injured. Against Utah, 
Amare might be in for some harder work 
against Carlos Boozer and Andrei Kirilenko.
Against these three teams, the Suns 
have already won, and Amare, as well as Joe 
Johnson, have had strong games.
Now about Amare - he’s only 23-years- 
old and already an All S tar and a favored 
fantasy pick by some. He’s fifth in the league 
in scoring, averaging six more than last year 
but his rebounds have been the same since
SEE  ‘A M ARE’ ON P. 26
I’ve been a die-hard basketball fan since I 
was old enough to walk. I grew up idolizing 
guys like Dr. J, Larry Bird, and, like so many 
of us out there, Michael Jordan. I wanted 
to be those people more than anything. If 
given the option of being the richest guy in 
the world or being like Mike, I wouldn’t  have 
thought twice about it. But the league has 
changed. A lot of people think the league 
has gotten too “hip-hoppish.” Even if that’s 
true, that’s not the problem. The league has 
gotten selfish. Everyone is more worried 
about making a highlight reel than making 
the playoffs. You can’t  just blame the players, 
either; the owners are encouraging it. The 
few remaining teams that play like a team, 
like the Spurs and even the “Baby Bulls,” are 
the ones that are successful. Here’s what I 
think needs to change:
• Continuation. What the hell is that? I’ll
never understand how a guy who is 5’11 can 
pick up his dribble outside the three-point 
line and finish off a lay-up without travel­
ing. Or how that same guy can get fouled 
at the perimeter and finish his shot near the 
hoop? Last time I checked, the rule is still 
two steps. If you get fouled, unless the shot 
is already up or you’re in the air, the play 
is dead. Nowhere else but the NBA is this 
allowed. Of course, if they did away with 
continuation, Allen Iverson would be in some 
serious trouble.
• Primadonnas. There are too many 
pretty boys in professional basketball today. 
Ron A rtest wants to follow a “rap career.” 
Iverson doesn’t  like “tawkin’ bout practice.” 
This week, Rafer Alston got up and walked 
out of a Raptors game for being benched. 
I’ve got news for you, Mr. Alston: If you were 
working a real job and walked out, You’d be 
fired. It took him a long time to work his 
SEE  ‘NBA CHANGE’ ON P. 26
Karan’s Pick Points Rebounds Assists Steals Blocks Turnovers Overall Score Rob’s Pick
courtesy of NBA.com
84 25 10 2 5 9
Karan Narwal
4
50 6 17 3 0 10
Rob MacKerchar 
2
courtesy of NBA.com
This is  a fantasy sports gam e in which both Karan Narwai, and Rob MacKerchar pick one NBA player per week based on who they expect to have the best statistics. The only catch 
is that once a player is picked by either columnist, that player can no longer be chosen. This gam e will go  throughout the Spring semester, and the stats are cumulative.
Where Does The Patriots’ Dynasty Rank?
Jose O rtiz  
Sports Editor
Last Sunday* the New England Patriots 
turned the Philadelphia Eagles’ and their 
fans’ dreams into a nightmare. The three- 
point edge was enough to propel the Patriots 
into history.
They became the second team in NFL his­
tory to win three Super Bowls in four years. 
This has undoubtedly classified them as an 
NFL dynasty.
This is even more magnified in this age 
of free agency* and under a salary cap where 
it can be difficult to keep teams together for 
two seasons, nevermind four.
The question has risen, where do the 
Patriots rank historically among the NFL 
dynasties of the past? The franchises in 
question are the Steelers of the 70s, the 49ers 
of the 80s, the Cowboys in the 90s and now 
the Patriots of the 21st century.
When ranking these dynasties, I have 
taken into consideration the length of time 
they were winning, the amount of champi­
onships, awards and trophies, the team’s
overall dominance, and the amount of Hall 
of Fame players to come from that dynasty.
The .one thing that the Patriots have 
going for them, is that they have not yet lost, 
and thus are in the beginnings of what could 
become the greatest dynasty of all.
The most impressive thing about the 
Pats is the speed in which they have won 
their three big games. Both the Niners and 
Steelers won at least four Super Bowls, but 
it took Pittsburg five seasons to win their 
third, and San Francisco needed eight sea­
sons.
Only the 1990s’ Cowboys were more domi­
nant over the same period of time than the 
Patriots. A win is a win, but while the Pats 
won their three championships with a com­
bined margin of nine points, the Cowboys 
quadrupled that margin in their first win 
over the Buffalo Bills, winning 52-17.
Both the Niners and Steelers won all of 
their Super Bowls by an average of well over 
three points.
During the reign of the steel curtain, 
the team went to seven AFC championship 
games, and won four Super Bowls.
The team sent nine players to the Hall of 
Fame, and developed household names such 
as Terry Bradshaw, Mean Joe Greene, Jack 
Lambert, Lynn Swann and Franco Harris.
However, like the Patriots, they had no 
league MVP winners, but contrary to the 
Pats, had four Defensive Player of the Year 
awards during their dynasty.
Both the Niners and Cowboys have sent 
players like Joe Montana, Troy Aikman, 
Steve Young, and many more to the Hall of 
Fame.
The 49ers won five Super Bowls in 14 
years, including a 55-10 victory over the 
Broncos, and reached nine NFC champion­
ship games. In my opinion, that has left 
the realm of dynasty and is what I would 
consider a minor empire. They were awarded 
four MVP trophies during this period.
The Cowboys may have had the best 1-2-3 
punch in the history of the NFL. I cannot 
think of one other trio that produced with the 
same consistency of Troy Aikman, Michael 
Irvin, and Emmit Smith. When this team 
was on, it didn’t  m atter who stepped on the 
field against them; they were extremely
tough to beat.
I would also argue that this team’s 
defense, while not on the same level as the 
Steelers, it was only slightly less effective 
than the Patriot’s defense and they had an 
offense which was probably three times as 
dangerous.
If you compare these teams strictly in the 
context of the time they played, one could 
make a good case for the Patriots being one 
of the top two dynasties in NFL history.
However, when you stand them against 
one another, I don’t  think that the Patriots 
have dominated like the teams in the past, 
and I doubt they will ever produce as many 
Hall of Fame players.
This could be as much a benefit to the 
Pats’ place in history as it is a detriment. 
There is definitely something to be said for a 
team winning without any real big stars.
I grew up watching the Niners and 
Cowboys glory days. As a 49ers’ fan it’s 
hard for me to do this, but I put the Cowboys 
first ahead of the Niners, just because Steve 
Young’s team lost to Aikman’s too often.
Then it’s Blitzburg, mostly because I’m
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INTRAMURALS
CONTINUED FROM P  28
AMARE
CONTINUED FROM P  25
final game of the night was a disappointment 
for Top of the Hill as they played Team Phun. 
Both returning teams, they prepared for a 
tough match-up.
Team Phun conquered the ball and the
net. Team Phun is definitely one to watch out 
for in future games.
Inner Tube Water Polo is played Monday 
nights in Panzer Pool. Come watch and take 
a look at the Phun you’re missing.
Dominique W ilson I The Montclarton
M en's B-League basketball action commenced on Thursday Feb. 3. Games 
will continue until the end of February when the playoffs will begin.
his rookie year. What does that tell you? That 
means his game will be one of two things: it 
will be consistent or it will only get better. 
He also leads the league in most points with 
1,277, and leads in field goals made with 
467. He has played and started for all of 
the Suns’ games this season and that shows 
you what the chances of him getting hurt 
are. He scored his career-high points versus 
Portland on Jan. 2, 2005 with 50 points and 
shot 20 for 27 that game. Amare’s field goal 
percentage this season so far is 50.6 percent 
and 69.5 percent from the free-throw line.
He is the core to the trio of he, Steve 
Nash, and Shawn Marion. What’s even bet­
ter is that he has teammates named Quentin 
Richardson and Joe Johnson who are all all- 
star caliber. He makes the rest of the team 
better just like Nash does because he draws 
defenders and gives his teammates more 
looks and more to work with, or he will just 
finish the job himself He has led the team 
in scoring and has had the most game-high 
scores as well as game-high rebounds and 
the team itself is putting up big numbers. 
This man is a true All-Star.
NBA CHANGE
CONTINUED FROM P  25
way into the league, so he should be a little 
more appreciative. The coaches do their best 
to discipline, but that’s just an exercise in 
futility. The players always win.
• No defense. I like scoring as much as 
the next guy, but the NBA is ridiculous. The 
only “defense” I ever see is from big guys 
when they slap the ball back into someone’s 
teeth or into the stands. The NBA is sloppy 
and it’s a free for all. The only offensive plays 
Pve ever heard of are out of Phil Jackson’s 
triangle offense. College basketball is as 
much a chess match as it is a game. There’s 
strategy involved and everyone gets involved. 
The NBA is all about giving the ball to what­
ever superstar is on your team and letting 
him try  to dominate. Points may put butts 
in the seats, but I won’t  watch this run and 
gun stuff for more than a couple of minutes a 
night.
• I can’t  connect with anyone. I know, this 
sounds a little ridiculous, but it’s true. I have
no one to idolize anymore. Larry Bird caught 
some heat for saying there aren’t  any decent 
white American players to connect with; he’s 
right, but that’s not the problem either. I 
have no Michael Jordan to look up to and no 
Larry Bird. It’s about too much money. It’s 
about a love for the game, or lack thereof. I 
can’t  sit here and say that I identify with a 
guy who makes millions upon millions but 
won’t  go to practice. I’d kill for one day in 
their shoes, and these guys won’t  even lace 
them up for a couple hours of walkthrough.
• The good news is, the NBA seems to 
be shifting. It’s no coincidence that the 
Dirk Nowitzki’s and Peja’s of this world 
are starting to dominate. Foreign players, 
mostly European, are dominating the league 
because they play old school, technical ball 
(six of the 14 All Star reserves are foreign 
bom players). I’ll be waiting for the next 
Jordan, but the only NBA I’ll be watching 
will be on Sports Center.
‘BeC'Amore isforXovers!
1281 Main Ave •  Clifton •  973-340-3900
M - Th 11 a m  -10 p m  • F & Sat 11 a m  -10:30 p m  • Sun 12 p m  -10 p m
,v,,n Feb. 11 to Tuesday; Feb. 15, come savor these lovely specials...
Linguine; Shrimp and Broccoli Rabe, $11.95
Parmigian Crusted Chicken in a light Pink Sauce, 
topped with Mozzarella and diced Tomato, $12.95
Veal Rolatini Stuffed Prosciutto, Spinach, Roasted Pepper, 
topped with a creamy Marsala Sauce, $13.95
Zuppa de Pesce...Clams, Mussels, Shrimp, Calamari, 
Scungilli and Scallops in a light Marinara Sauce, $1795
Complete your meal with one o f our spectacular dessertsl 
Banana Foster $3.50 • Cannoli $3.25 • Chocolate Mousse $4.50
www.themontclarion.org
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SPORTS TRIVIA
I l  questionB
W h o  holds the N B A  record for the highest career field goal
percentage?
Match 'Em
Connect the professional athletes with their jersey number.
A.) Ray Allen 1.) 42
B.) Raja Bell 2.) 44
c.) Mike Bibby 3.) 34
D.) Manu Ginobli 4.) 10
E.) Jamal Crawford 5.) 19
F.) Lebron James 6.) 20
G.) Carmello Anthony 7.) 33
H.) Grant Hill 8.) 23
1.) Elton Brand 9.) 15
J-) Austin Croshere 10.) 11
2-r ‘i-l ‘L-H ‘6-0 ‘8-d ‘01-3 ‘9-Q VO ‘9-9 ‘£-V :sJ8/wsuv
NJAC Overall
Ramapo 11-1 18-2
Rowan 7-4 14-6
TCNJ 8-5 15-7
M SU 7-5 12-8
Rutgers-Newark 6-6 13-8
Richard Stockton 6-6 12-9
Kean 5-7 11-10
William Paterson 5-8 13-8
Rutgers-Camden 0-13 2-20
NJAC Overall
TCNJ 12-1 18-3
William Paterson 8-5 11-10
Rutgers-Newark . 7-5 15-6
Rowan 7-5 12-8
Richard Stockton 7-5 12-9
M SU 7-6 12-9
Kean 4-8 7-14
Ramapo 3-9 9-12
Rutgers-Camden 1-12 6-16
This Week This Week
Saturday vs. Richard Stockton 4 p.m. Saturday vs. Richard Stockton 2 p.m. 
Monday vs. Rowan 7:30 p.m.
Player of The Week
WÊÊÊÊm
J u n i o r
Hometown: North Haledon, NJ
Gonzalez scored 23 points, and grabbed 17 rebounds 
in a victory over Rutgers-Camden.
Honorable Mentions
AL HAWKINS
F ie s h m a n H H n
Hometown: Rutgers-Newark, NJ
HawkiilpOTup: 13 points in a 
losing effort to Rutgers-Newark.
§p|A R  FEBLES
Freshman
Hometown: Perth Amboy, NJ
Febies earned a pinfall against 
Oswego State College at the 
141-pound weight class.
JESSICA GARRABRANT 
Freshman
Hometown: Denviile, NJ
Garrabrant scored nine points and 
grabbed seven boards in a loss to 
Rings College.
CYNTHIA WARRINGTON
Hometown: Villas, NJ
¡pp lihgton  led all scorers with 
13 points in a 76-47 victory over 
Rutgers-Camden.
Last Week's Results 
2/5 - MSU 77, Rutgers-Camden 69 
2/7 - MSU 52, Rutgers-Newark 49
Last Week’s Results 
2/5 - MSU 76, Rutgers-Camden 47 
2/7 - MSU 43, Kings (PA) 60
Where Does the Patriots’ Dynasty
Rank? p g . 25
* ----------------------------- —
Red Hawk Basketball Spotlight: 
Stephanie Machin, Gian Paul Gonzalez 
PG. 24
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Red Hawks Fail to Stop Rutgers
Rutgers-Newark Out-Shoots MSU in Comeback Victory, Red Hawks Fall to 7-4 in NJAC
, P  :
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Dominique W ilson I The M ontdarion
Red Hawk guard Jamal Ford has a quiet night, scoring Just five points in 
the lo ss to Rutgers-Newark.
[MSU 49
RUTGERS 52
Miguel Alfaro 
Assistant Sports Editor
In what began as a promising 
victory for the Montclair State 
University men’s basketball team 
quickly turned into a disaster 
after the Red 
Hawks fell 
into a bitter 
s ec o n d -h a l f  
shooting per­
formance against the Rutgers- 
Newark Scarlet Knights on Monday 
night.
The R^d Hawks controlled most 
of the first half while shooting 50 
percent (11-22 FG), but could not 
m aintain that excellent shooting as 
it dropped to 28 percent (6-21 FG) in 
the second-half Unfortunately for 
MSU, Rutgers-Newark improved to 
40 percent from the field, after a 
first-half of 32 percent dining the 
second-half. This would be the 
decisive factor in this game and 
Montclair State could do nothing 
to stop the relentless play of the
Scarlet Knights.
After shooting 50 percent from 
the field in the first-half, MSU 
found themselves with a five-point 
halftime lead.
However, the tables would soon 
turn  and the Red Hawks were left 
thinking about what went wrong.
In the opening minutes of the 
second-half, the Scarlet Knights 
began to erase the five-point deficit 
on two lay-ups, which cut the lead 
to 27-28.
The game would fea­
ture a total of seven lead 
changes and seven ties.
The Red Hawks did lead 
for most of the second- 
half but scored their hist 
field goal a t the 4:17 m ark 
From this point on, MSU had to 
depend on free throws, but could 
only connect on five of six attempts. 
The dagger came with 1:40 left in 
the game, where Rutgers-Newark 
drained a three-pointer and took a 
49-48 lead.
During the last minute, the Red 
Hawks had a chance to get back
Dominique W ilson I The Montdarion
Gian Paul Gonzalez (left) scored 12 points for the Red Hawks on a 4-12  
shooting performance at Panzer Gym.
into the game, but went 0-3 from 
the floor. The last point came from 
A1 Hawkins who made one of two 
free throws. The Scarlet Knights 
added to their lead by connecting 
on three of four foul shots, and 
made the score 52-49, and ruined 
any chance of a come­
back by MSU.
wart
Freshman forward A1 Hawkins led 
the Red Hawks with 13 points and 
six rebounds, while junior forward 
Michael Gluck, added 11 points, 
eight rebounds, and two blocked 
shots. Sophomore center Gian Paul
Gonzalez contributed 12 points and 
four rebounds.
This was a devastating lost for 
Montclair State, (12-8 overall, 7- 
5 NJAC), because it would have 
moved them closer to the third 
place TCNJ and the second place 
Rowan.
The Red Hawks have four 
games r e m a in in g  on the 
2004-05 schedule, three of 
which are a t home against 
Richard Stockton, Rowan, 
and Kean, with an away game at 
TCNJ.
It will be a tough stretch for 
MSU, but it will bring out the great 
character and determination that 
this team has had all year long. In 
addition, it will boost their confi­
dence going into the NJAC playoffs 
if they can at least get a split in 
those four games. Their next game 
is a t home on Feb. 12, against 
Richard Stockton at 4 p.m.
www.themontclarion.org
Water Polo 
And Basketball 
Intramural 
Season Starts
Debbie Jones 
S ta ff W riter
Intram ural basketball kicked 
off last Thursday, Feb. 3, where 
20 men’s te am s came out to the 
sign-up meeting for the chance to 
become the intram ural champion. 
The 20 teams include veterans and 
newcomers.
The first three games of the sea­
son went very smoothly. The men’s 
6  team was represented at all three 
games. The Taxi versus TKE came 
close to  a  tie with only a seven-point 
difference.
Heavy on the fouls and light on 
the baskets, these two teams drew 
the largest crowd of the night. The 
second game was MSU Job Stars 
and All Stars. The Job Stars drew 
in 37 points, not enough to compete 
with the 45-point lead by the All 
Stars.
A key player to watch out for is 
veteran Mustafa Abbassi. The first 
game of the night was the Bulls 
versus the Free Agents. The Free 
Agents’ secret weapon conquered 
the threes, hitting every three- 
point shot attempted.
The score ended a t half with a 
mercy rule in effect. Free Agents 
came out for the first time Thursday 
night, never having played together 
before, and dominated the hoop 
with a score of 36 - 9.
Intram urals was postponed until 
the ninth due to Sunday night’s 
Super Bowl and the MSU basket­
ball game on Tuesday. Games will 
continue through until the end of 
February when the playoffs will 
begin.
Inner Tube Water Polo in the 
dead of winter sounds chilling, but 
after the first night, the teams 
are sure to perform. Three co-ed 
teams signed up to play and with 
only a few weeks left in February, 
they will surely get enough playing 
time. Each team plays two times a 
night.
The first game began with 
Team Phun verses Elements. With 
the first forfeit of the season, the 
Elements declared their loss. Top 
of the Hill outscored Elements in 
the second game of the night, tal­
lying two losses for the Elements. 
The rules of Inner Tube Water Polo 
require a lot of teamwork and pass­
ing. This was shown by the team­
work Top of the Hill uncovered. The
SEE  ‘INTRAM URALS’ ON P. 26
Visit www.montclair.edu/athletics.shtml for more information
